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IMPROVED PAINT REMOVAL TECHNIQUE

by

James F. Mank, Richard J. Dick,
Herbert C. Abrams, and Louis J. Nowacki

INTRODUCTI ON

Various air bases are charged with the responsibility for re-

painting aircraft. Warner Robins Air Logistics Center, for example, repaints

the C-130, C-141, and F-15. The repainting is for corrosion protection; and of

secondary importance for aesthetic value.

Since about 1971, the Air Force has been using polyurethane

finishes applied over polyurethane or epoxy primers. These coatings are

more difficult to remove with chemical strippers than older acrylic-type
aircraft finishes. Consequently, special strippers had to be selected

and approved under Technical Order 1-1-8. The approved proprietary

strippers (at the time, of this writing) are as follows: phenolic type;

N, Turco 5292 and 5351, Pennwalt 739A and 768A, B-and-B 1567, and Intex 8562;

"nonphenolic types are Turco 5873, Eldorado PR-3400, and Inland AP 599.Am• Stripping of the polyurethane finishes is a difficult task.
"Consequently, the Air Force established a program at Battelle's Columbus

Laboratories (BCL) to study the latest state of the art in aircraft paint

stripping with the objective of providing a technical plan for improvir.g

the aircraft depaint process by using best available equipment, materials,

and techniques.

*w.,•_.• The study procedure consisted of three major steps as follows:

"2,•-' AStep 1 - Visit to Warner Robins ALC Corrosion Control Facility

S, (B-110) to review existing methods and techniques and

establish a baseline for evaluation of proposed equip-

ment and materials.

Step 2 - Information Gathering Phase--research proven depainhing

materials and equipment through telephone contacts and

-ravel to other basis (Air Force and Navy), commercial

aircraft companies, and manufacturing firms.

,[-., , " "" . ",.
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Step 3 - Determine the most effective means for inproving the

"depaint process providing performance specifications

and an economic evaluation of the ;ermmenaatlcxs.

While the program was in progress, Robins anmA BCL personnel agreed

mutually to add some limited laboratory evaluations of paint strippers to

the study. The objective of this work was to compare efficiency of .elected

phenolic and non-phenolic stripping chemicals, and make brief examinations

of mechanical methods for stripping paint from aircraft.

The following sections of the report describe the work done, present

a summary of conclusions reached on the basis of the study, and present a

plan for improving the aircraft paint stripping process.

SUMMARY A.ND CONCLUSIONS

- The project was initiated with a brief visit to Robins Air Force

Base to review their aircraft paint stripping operation. After that project

"initiation visit, Battelle contacted commercial airlines, aircraft mnaufac-S~tutors, military bases, contract stripping companies, and stripping chemical

manufacturers to determine what the state-of-the-art is in the field of

stripping paint from aircraft. Many personal visits to stripping facilities

were made to get first-hand information from the people involved with

stripping aircraft and to see the actual strippinp facility. A summary of

the information obtained from these contacts is p. ovided in the appendix of
'a--- •[•this report.

The complete stripping of a C141 at Robins Air Force Base and the

partial stripping of a KC-135 at Tinker Air Force Base were observed. The

intent was to identify specific items and practices in the Warner Robins ALC

operation that could be improved in order to decrease the amount of time

required to strip an aircraft and therefore increase throughput.

It was concluded that Warner Robins is essentially up with the

state-of-the-art of airplane paint stripping that has been observed at

other stripping facilities

4.'



The study has shown that methods used by the various air bases are

basically the same as those used elsewhere. Differences that exist are of a

"minor nature and none can be categorically adopted by the Air Force to

advantage. These differences may be summarized briefly as follows.

"Equipment and facilities differ from place to place. Equipment

differences include scaffolding, "cherry pickers", power ladders, stacker

cranes, ar,d other devices to promote easy access to work surfaces by the

labor force. None of these assists provide obvious advantages over the

work platforms used by Warner Robins. Nevertheless, this plan suggests

changes in Warner Robins' work platforms for improving efficiency.

Differences in operational techniques include slight differences

in stripper application, amount of agitation of strippers, time before first

removal, way wash water is used, etc. No one procedure can be idontifLed

. as suporior to the others. Basically, the operational procedures used are

largely a matter of individual preferences, and have reqolved through use
"S. under localized conditions.

The same stripper materials are commercially available to all stripper

installations. However, the Air Force is limited to the use of strippers

approved under TO 1-1-8. There are differences of opinion regarding their
relative effectiveness, but it is generally concluded that the relative strengths

are (1) acid type, (2) phenolic type, and (3) non-phenolic type. Acid
type is ruled out by the Air Force because it promotes stress corrosion cracking

of stainless steel. However, it might be used advantageously but with care in

-_ some localized trouble spots, There can also be advantage in using the best

phenaolic strippers in place of non-phenolic where arrangements for proper

-! .disposal of used stripper can be made.

There are variations in employment ot the labor force from place

to place. These include using the same workers to strip and repaint aircraft

(with upgraded job classification for stripping), and the extreme of paying

by the job and working around the clock until the job is done. Adoption of

these methods (employed elsewhere) are of doubtful value to the Air Force.

Nevertheless, some potential for more effective use of labor force has been/-

identified and incorporated into the plan.

The objective of the study was to develop a plan which would use

proven methods observed elsewhere for increasing stripping efficiency hy the

Air Force, and show the economic Justification for adopting the changes.

Had such methods been identified, the proven savings would have been compared

with estimated cost of making the change, and the payoff calculated. Since

- -
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methods used elsewhere do not offer proven advantages to the Air Force, this

method could not be used for developing a plan. Consequently, the plan, which

is a part of this report, is based on changes which have been identified as

k p'.' offering potential for increasing efficiency at Robins Air Force Base,

but which have not been proven in use. Payoff is based strictly on estimates,

and not on proven experience. Additional study is mandatory before making

hI. decisions regarding any substantial investments to incorporate the plan.

Consideration must be given to worker motivation since changes suggested are

designed to increase worker output. The plan describes rearrangements in

personnel assignment, and various changes in equipment and operational pro-

cedures at Robins AFB that are expected to result in a decrease in the time
•m - requirad to strip an airplane. The areas of suggested modifications are:

(1) Rearrangement of personnel work assignments.

(2) Redesign of the overhead, stabilized work platforms;,

movement of controls from outboard side to inboard

side; stripper, and water supply line for each worker;

and more room for each worker to operate.

(3) Minor redesign of the tall staging to provide widerJ

catwalks for improved safety and working room, and

stripper and water services for each worker.

(4) Installation of a trench under the aircraft to

improve working room.

(5) Installation of lights under the wings to improve

visibility.

Brief investigations were done on alternative non-chemical

methods of stripping paint. These included abrasive blasting, water

jet blasting, ultrasonics, and heat. It was concluded that none of these

methods are realistic alternatives to chemical stripping because they are

expected to be slower and more expensive than chemical stripping or

introduce a substantial risk of damaging the aircraft's skin.

A concept session was held at Battelle to determine what

mechanical aids might be used to remove partially loosened paint. The

session resulted in brush concepts essentially similar to what Warner

Robins has tried in the past. Powered mechanical agitation or paint
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.; j removal aids are used at only one of the stripping facilities that were

contacted. The general feeling at most facilities is that poweredLI:•.' brushes are no more efficient than hand brushes for removing loosened

paint and, therefore, are unnecessary. In addition, most personnel

involved with stripping believe that powered devices capable of removing

tightly adhering paint are too aggressive and may easily damage the

"plane's skin. For these reasons it was concluded that powered agitation

"devices would add little to the Warner Robins operation and, therefore,

were not investigated any further.

Several chemical strippers were obtained from leading suppliers

of chemicals for removing paint from aircraft. These were compared in

the laboratory by simple spot testing to measure relative efficiency of

phenolic and non-phenolic strippers. Conflicting reports had been heard

regarding efficiency of the phenolic and n~inphenolic types.

The lab tests showed that the phenolics as a class were more

effective than the non-phenolics as a class (under the particular test

conditions). However, this conclusion must be drawn with reservations.

There were some reversals in results. Also, it is obvious that the

particular paint sampl.v used for testing effected results obtained.

Therefore, one can simply state that there are wide differences in

, efficiency of strippers, und results vary according to conditions.

Consequently, good procedure would be to make preliminary checks with

several strippers on aircraft scheduled to enter the stripping facility.

In this way, the best stripper might be selected in each case.

S.* .. . *.....,.. . . . . .. . ..... .. *• , . .. . ...,. . . ... .. ..
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D1SCUSSION 01. PROGRAM TO IMPROVE
AIRCRAFT PAINT REMOVAL

The program to improve aircraft paint removal followed a State-

'" ~ment of Work which described as the objective "to provide a technical plan

for improving the aircraft depaint process through the use of the latest

state-of-the-art equipment and/or materials". This was to be accomplished

by researching proven depainting materials, equipment, and methods through

"K, extensive travel to military depainting facilities, comIrercial aircraft

companies, and manufacturing firms.

The DCL approach was to first visit Robins and Tinker

Air Force Bases to obtain overviews of their depainting operations. This
,'" "$,was followed by extensive travel to (1) other air bases including Navy

facilities, (2) commercial airlines, (3) companies who strip paint from

N1 -aircraft on a contract basis, (4) aircraft manufacturers, and (5) major

suppliers of chemical strippers. Other contacts were made by telephone for

additional gathering of information and to determine if visits would be

U worthwhile. The information gathered from these visits and telephone

conversations is in the Appendix of this report.

After much of'.the information had been gathered (as described

above) follow-up visits were made to Robins AFB to follow the

complete stripping of a C 141 aircraft and to Tinker AFB to follow the

partial stripping of a KC 135 aircraft.

By mutual agreement between the Air Force Program Monitor and

BCL personnel, a limited amount of laboratory work was carried out to

compare the depaint stripping efficiency of phenolic and nonphenolic

strippers. A brief investigation of several non-chemical methods of

. removing paint was also done in the laboratory and through discussions with

knowledgeable people. All of this work is described in subsequent

*ectioiis of this report.

Aircraft Paint Removwl at

Robins Air Force Base
WWarner Robins ALC has paint/depaint responsibiliLy for the Air

"Force, prepares material Tech Orders in conjunction with WrighL-Patters;on
,*.
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"" AFB, and performs a substantial portion of the total Air Force paint/

depaint work. They recognize the need for a simple depaint operation•

because low labot rates restrict the labor pool t, poorly sk~l1t,_ personel.

In general, It would be desirable to use less toxic materials and

substitute mechanical procedures that would speed the paint stripping

operation because the present operation presents problems as a result

of EPA and OSHA effluent and air quality requirements. In addition,

EPA and OSHA regulations are expected to be stricter in the future.

The ultimate goal of the aircraft paint/depaint program is

corrosion control, but repainting is implemented long before corrosion

' .~ is apparent. In practice, paint/depaint is performed when 60 percent of

the aircraft's coating is deteriorating by chalking, peeling, etc.

.4 (about every 4-6 years depending on service). The old acrylic type
aircraft painL may last for 2 years while the newer urethanes may have

'! an acceptable service life of up to 6 years.

Warner Robins removes paint from aircraft according to the

S..• paint removal procedures described in f.O. 1-1-8, AppliLation of Organic
I Coatings, Aerospace Equipment. The depaint procedure as generally out-

lined in TO. 1-1-8 consists of the following:

(1) Wash to remove oil, grease, surface contamination

(2) Allow to dry

(3) Mask with aluminum tape (31t-425) and aluminum stripper

paper and remove small components for individual stripping

operations.

(4) Apply stripper by spray (flowed on rather than atomized)

and hold for 30 minutes

(5) Scrub with stiff, fiber-bristle brush

(6) Apply second coat of stripper and hold for 15-20 minutes

(7) Agitate with brush

(8) Squeegee all loose coating

"(9) If not clean to bare metal, repeat steps 6 through 8

(10) Hose down with water 120-140 F and 80-90 psi

"(11) Wash with MIL-C-25769 alkaline cleaner

(12) Apply corrosion treatmenrt (for etch) MIL-C-38334

(phosphoric acid, alcohol/water) and hold for 5-10
minutes

Aji

• 1
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(13) Scrub with brush and rinse with much water (140 F)

(14) Apply Alodine 1200 brightener (MIL-C-5541) while metal

is still wet

(15) To paint shop.

"In practice, some of the paint is diificult to i ove so addi-

tional stripper is sprayed on and brushed several times. Difficult areas K
U include engine housings, under surfaces of wings, belly and decals.

The stripping operation is performed on the C130, C141, and

F-15 by three crew& totaling 68 men (35 day, 20 swing, arid 13 night).

Hovever, the crew that does the actual stripping work on a plane consists

of 16 day, 10 swing, and 10 night shift personnel. A C141 is completely

washed and made ready for depainting in one 8-hour shift by a crew of 20
u men. Strtpplng is usually accomplished in 6 to 8 shifts.

The approved paint strippers in T.O. 1-1-8 are as follows: (a)

phenolic types: Turco 5292 and 5351, Pennwalt 739A and 768A, B-and-B

Chemical 1567, and Intex 8562, and (b) nonphenolic types: Turco 5873,

Eldorado PR-3400 and Inland AP 599.

SeverAl strippers are available for use at Warner Robina to

accomplish the paint removal.

(1) Turco 5873 (ammoniated)

"(2) Eldorado P.8-3400 (Methylene chloride with 5 percent

am•nonium hydroxide)

(3) Inland Chemical AP 599 (same as PR-3400 but with

perchlorethylene and methanol, etc).

(4) Intex 8562 - methylene chloride plus about 14 percent

'-'. phenol ("Hottest" of four compounds),

A recent tech order prohibits the use of aluminum wool except

on center wing area.* This may add time to the stripping operation. An
Sacceptable replacement is needed. Also needed are scrappers which will

*hold an edge, particularly in removing decals. Paint is difficult to

remove on the underside of wings and horizontal stabilizers and not-easily-

"*" accessible wheel wells. Mechanical brushes are available but have not

been well received by the work crews.

"Two major innovations have been introduced to the C130 and C141

stripping operation at Warner Robins over the past several years. These

are ( ) stabilized work platforms which provide working area access to
• all elevated parts of the aircraft• and (2) common winm staging which

, * This resLriction has been lifted for Depot use only nt WFALC (through a

letter authorization).
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permits accss to the underwing areas of C141 and C130 withou' modifica-

tion of staging. A total reduction in work time of 25-30 percent is

reported to have resulted from their implementation.

Observation of Start-to-Finish
Stripping of a C141 Aircraft

at Robins Air Force Base

Personnel from BCL's Equipment Development Section (Mechanical

Engineering) observed the C-141 paint stripping operation from the time

the plane was partially masked to the time when it was completely stripped

and ready to be pulled out of the stripping hanger. A meeting was held

on the day after the stripping was completed to discuss Battelle's

observations with Warner Robins personnel.

Stripping Procedure

Warner Robins ALC was running a three-shift stripping operation

on the C-141. The day shift (approximately 8:00 am 4:00 pin) was

responsible for the fuselage. The swing shift (4:00 pm to 12:00 midnight)

and the owl shift (12 midniight to 8:00 am) were each responsible for

stripping one wing of the aircraft. Each shift worked on its section of

the plane until that section was essentially completely stripped. At

]*• that point all or part of the shift would move to other sections of the

plane to do spot stripping as required.

The plane was moved into the stripper hanger during swing

shift at about 11:00 pm, January 9. The plane was not washed prior to

masking and stripping which seems to be a reasonable approach unless the

aircraft is unusually dirty. It would appear that a prewash before

stripping would serve no useful purpose except in areas where dirt or

grease is so thick that it forms a barrier over the paint that the

stripper cannot penetrate. In addition, a wet plane should probably

be allowed to completely dry before the stripper is applied so the

stripper's effectiveness is not reduced.

A five-man crew partially masked the right wing during the owl

,I shift on January 10. The owl shift's masking activity was not observed.

The January 10 day shift working on the plane consisted of 16

men. The day shift started by masking the fuselage. The masking process
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appeared to progress very well and was completed in about 2 hours (i.e.,

by 9:30 am). The only problem area noted was that the men in the over-

head work platforms had minor difficulty workiug the platforms in close to

the fuselage and wing intersection point so they could reach areas to be

masked. The problem wasn't serious and didn't slow the men up appreciably.

During the stripping operation it was noted that the 16 men on

the day shift each had assigned areas on the fuselage on which to work.

The assignments were as follows:

2 men on the nose

2 men aft of the nose on the floor (one on each side)

2 men on the wheel fairings and fuselage area under the
wings (one on each side)

2 men aft of the wheel fairings on the lower fuselage (one
on each side)

4 men on the tail section (two men on each side on the elevator
-•i catwalks)

4 men on the top fuselage (two men in each of the two overhead
baskets).

The first coat of stripper application to the fuselage started

about 10:00 am and was essentially fiuished by 10:45 am. The stripper

was pumped directly from ,barrels using air-driven Graco barrel pumps.

Spray wands, approximately 8 feet long were used to apply the stripper.

The application equipment appeared to be adequate. The wands were of

adequate length to reach under the belly of the fuselage and under the

The stripper used on the plane was a Turco 5351 methylene

chloride with phenol. Normally the procedure is to use a non-phenol

stripper for two or three coats. A phenol stripper is then used on

spots where the non-phenol material does not work well. The reason the

Turco 5351 stripper was used on this plane from the start was because

no non-phenol stripper was available at the time.

Application of the first coat of stripper was essentially

completed by 10:45 am. The men took a break to allow the stripper to

work. After the usual stripper dwell time of between 30 and 40 minutes

it was getting close to lunch (11:45 am) so the stripper was left on -

the plane until after lunch (12:30 pm).

I;o;
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Immediately after lunch (12:30 pm) the workers began to remove

the stripper from the aircraft and finished around 1:10 pm. The bulk of

the stripper was brushed off the plane and areas such as decals, tough

paint spots, etc, were brushed and scraped somewhat more aggressively.

The paint on most of the fuselage was completely removed down to bare

* •metal by the first coat of stripper. Exceptions were decals, paint on

N' plane. These areas are frequent field maintenance areas and the type of

paint applied is not strictly controlled often making stripping slow and
difficult.

SdThe entire fuselage except for the tail was sprayed with water

after the excess stripper had been brushed off. The tail was squeegeed

only. A second coat of stripper was applied immediately after the plane
was cleaned. The second coat of st ipper was applied to most of the

plane by 2:00 pm. The men then took an unscheduled break for 45 minutes

' •', to allow the stripper to work. At 2:45 pm a scheduled afternoon break

was taken.

At 3:00 pm, after the afternoon break, the plane's fuselage was

completely hosed down. By 3:30 the plane had been completely hosed off

and the men were cleaning,.up the area in preparation for the change of

• shifts. About 60-70 percent of the plane was stripped at this time.

"The swing shift consisted of 16 people and they all worked on
- the left wing. Normally the number of people on the shift was reported

to be about 8-10 people. However, because of the weather conditions and

the fact that otner cleaning jobs were unavailable, all the people were

assigned to the stripping hanger. The fuil crew started masking the left

wing about 4:30 pm and they were finished by 6:00 pm when they took their

first scheduled break. After the break at 6:15 pm, stripper was applied

- 'i.4,, to the wing. Three people were used to apply the stripper, two over the
-] wing in a basket, and one under the wing. After the stripper was applied,-

the entire crew waited for the stripper to work for 30 to 40 minutes

before brushing it off the plane.
-It was reported the next day that the swing shift put on a

second coat of otripper after 7:00 pm and had removed all the paint

'0, except for a few localized tough spots from the left wing by the end of

"their work period. The owl shift, also at a reported crew level of

V
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16 people, applied two coats of stripper to the right wing so it was

ready to be spot stripped by the morning of January 11.

On the morning of January 11 the fuselage was approximately

/, .• 30 to 40 percent covered with stripper in various areas, particularly

on the lower parts of the belly, and the tail cargodoor areas. The

airplane was still completely masked. However, masking was being removed

from the tail section. The cargo doors and the nose wheel still retained

paint which would not come off. The underbelly aft of the nosewheel

almost to the cargo door area also had paint which was not removed.

The entire day was spent spot stripping the fuselage.

At 10:00 pm that evening the swing shift was demasking and

spot stripping the left wing and engine pods. The airplane was completely,

stripped and had been muved forward so that the engine pod access doors

could be opened for water flushing prior to deiivery of the airplane.

Sixteen people were again assigned to the depainting of the

airplane on the swing shift. Consequently, their utilization was less

than optimum while they waited for the paint stripper to react with the

puiit. At the beginning of the shift, however, utilization of people

was nearly 100 percent.

"., .~ The airplane had been stripped quite rapidly, almost completely

on the first day, so the foreman characterized the airplane as being easy

to strip. The general foreman expects the next three airplanes to be

more difficult to strip because the non-phenol stripper will be available.

It was reported that the stripping operation had gone exactly

as planned, Each shift had done the work that had been expected and had

done it on schedule. The airplane was actually in the area only 48 hours

," -' or 6 shifts which seemed to be a reasonable amount of time. It was

reported that the stripping time often takes 8 shifts when a non-phenol

stripper is used. Fifteen to 16 drums of phenol stripper were uved and

an average of two coats were applied to the airpldne, The forerntu said

that they generally use 30 drums of non-phenol stripper. It appears

that if a phenol stripper is permitted for normal use, the material

- requirements could be cut in half and the stripping tirme could be

substantially reduced.

A --
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Observations

The depainting of airplanes at Robins Air Force Base looks as

efficient as any operation observed on other military bases or at a

commercial operation, other than perhaps the overlapping of workcrews

which could result in higher productivity.

Much effort was taken to protect cockpit windows. The window

surfaces were completely covered with tape strips and the frame around

* the windows was then hand stripped (Figures I and 2). A secondary sheet

of aluminum masking paper was then taped over the entire window area

(Figure 3). It was noted that the tape was difficult to remove from the

windows when stripping was completed. A precut sheet of paper could be

t~ped to the window around the edges only and should provide adequate

protection in view of the care in which stripper is Applied around the

frame.

Two men are assigned to each overhead stabilized work platform. At

"least part of the reason is for safety. The two platforms also cover a large

area of the plane. It was observed that the elevators, or platforms as they

are called, require a dr4ver. The platforms are square (approximately 9 feet x
9feet) and the controls are located on the side away froma the plane fuselage(Figure 4). This arrangement requires that one man operate the controls while

"W the second applies stripper or rinses the plane. To an extent, the same
arrangement exists during stripper brushing. It may be advantageous to con-

struct a rectangular-shaped platform with the long side parallel to the

longitudinal centerline of the plane. The platform dimensions can be made

whatever is necessary to allow both men working room next to the aircraft,

The controls could be moved from the outboard side of the platform Lo the

"inboard side wnich is nearest the plane's fuselage. This would allow either

worker to drive part time and still do useful work (Figure 5). In order to

provide extra versatility the platforms could be made long enough so occu-

pants can reach all surfaces on the tail under the horizontal stabilizer

(Figure 6). If adequate vertical clearance exists the entire tail section

can then be done by workers in the platforms if the tail staging should

happen to break down.

The existing tailstaging also requires that the second man apply

stripper or rinse the plane. The controls are located so the operator must

walk along the catwalk away from his work station to the pivot and in order

to move the catwalk. The controls might be relocated for easier access.
: I%*.% '<:~.*-U
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Permanent tail staging as an alternative with a number of fixed

level decks'would eliminate the need for an operator. However, the men

would have to move from one work level to another. The mobile catwalk approach

provides the worker transportation in addition to a work platform. The

catwalk did seem narrow. Widening the catwalk might improve efficiency and

allow maneuvering room for the men.

The men in the platforms and on the catwalks also had to occa-

sionally wrestle with the hoses that hung to the ground. Hoses could

be attached to a manifold block on the framework instead of simply

hanging over the safety railings. This would also allow the hose to

tee off at the basket to provide both workers with stripper and water

lines.

Men working the belly of the plane were forced to work from

.creepers because of the small clearance between the C141 and the floor

(see Figure 1). This appeared to be an extremely difficult work loca-

tiot. Paint removal on the belly is further complicated because it is

a field maintenance area and often has paint applied in the field which is

difficult to remove. A trench could be dug under the fuselage as shown in

Figure 7, from just aft of the nose wheel to the point where the rear fuselage

begins to curve upward near the tail. A trench will provide better

work access and improve working conditions under the plane.

It was also noted that the workers down on the ground were not

able to apply stripper while the men above them were applying it because

of the possibility of their being sprayed with stripper. During the time

when stripper is being applied to the top of the plane it might be advan-

tageous for the floor crew to move under the wing areas and do some

masking.

Most stripping facilities that BCL personnel visited use 55-

gallon drums as supply tanks and air-driven barrel pumps to remove the

stripper from the barrels. Warner Robins uses this same approach. When
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a stripper barrel is nearly empty delivery becomes somewhat wasteful,

because the flow is intermittent. The stripper comes out in surges

and forms globs on the airplane and eventually falls to the ground.- It is

possible to eliminate this problem by only using the barrels down to a cer-

tain level and then collecting the remaining stripper in a single barrel.

However, it is questionable whether getting that last gallon or two of

stripper is worth that much effort. An alternative approach would be

to pour the stripper into a central supply tank. Supply lines could be

run from the central tank to individual work stations. Stripper tempera-

ture could also be easily controlled in a central supply tank, thereby

eliminating the occasional problem of slotj working cold stripper that is

brought into the stripping area from outside storage on cool days. More

than'one storage tank would probably be required in order to provide the

versatility of being able to turn a valve and select one stripper from

several that might be used regularly.

There were a substantial number of lost man-hours observed

during the day and swing shifts while workers were'waiting on the stripper

to work. On the day shift there was also some interference between

workers because floor workers had to move away when the upper fuselage

workers were applying stripper and sometimes when they were spraying

water. On the swing shift only three people were used to apply stripper.

The rest of the crew waited for about 20 minutes while stripper was being

applied and then the entire crew waited for about 40 minutes for the

stripper to work. During periods when the stripper is working a

substantial amount of work could be done on other sections of the plane.

Some of the plane's surface was observed to be wet

when the second coat of stripper was applied. The practice of applying

stripper on a wet surface may tend to reduce the effectiveness of the

second coat of stripper somewhat because water neutralizes the stripper.

Technical Order 1-1-8 and most manufacturer's specifications for "non-

phenol strippers for removing urethanes" also prohibit application to wet

surfaces. People at other stripping facilities had differing opinions

regarding the effect a damp surface has on a stripper's working efficiency.

During the swing shift operation the lighting under the wing

appeared to be inadequate. Floor-level lighting would provide better

Visibility when stripping the lower surfaces of the plane.

The fixed scaffolding under the wings appeared to be adequate.

It providod full access to the entire wing's lower stirface ns well ns to
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the engine pads. The only worker inconvenience noticed was that workers

have to push around small stands to reach some areas under the wing.

The foreman reported that 16 barrels of phenol stripper were*

used on the plane observed being stripped and that 30 barrels is the

norm when using non-phenol stripper. It appears that if a phenol stripper

is permitted for normal use, the material requirements might be cut in

half.

Aircraft Paint Removal
at Tinker Air Force Dase

The removal of paint from aircraft at Tinker Air Force Base is

similar to that at Robins AFB. Both nonphenolic and phenolic-type.

strippers are used as approved under T.O. 1-1-8. A notable difference

is the absence of personnel carriers suspended from the ceiling or

other substantial access staging. Tinker personnel work from portable

rollaway work stands. The chemical stripper is sprayed on the aircraft

surface and allowed to remain for 30-45 minutes before it is brushed with

wire brushes (reportedly, aluminum) and squeegeed off. A second coat of

stripper is then applied and, after working for about 1-2 hours, is again

agitated with wire brushes, aluminum wool, and squeegeed off. A third coat

of stripper (solvent type) is then applied to the plane and after about 2

hours is hosed off. Spot stripping is then done as required to get all the

paint off the plane. Used stripper and loosened paint is flushed down the

sewer to the waste treatment plant.

The plane is sent through the reconditioning shops before

being given a final detergent wash. A water break test is used to check

surface cleanliness before repainting with MIL-P-23377 epoxy primer

and MIL-C-83236 polyurethane topcoat.

Observation of Aircraft Paint
Stripping at Tinker Air Force Base

A KC-135 aircraft was observed being partially stripped at

Tinker Air Force Base (see Figure 8). The following are the approximate

areas of the plane that were being stripped:
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(1) The bottom half of the fuselage

(2) The top of the wings near the leading edge

(3) The bottom surface of the wings.

All other areas of the plane were masked with polyethylene sheet or

other protective material. The areas that were not being stripped were

to be lightly sanded before the plane was repainted.

Stripping Procedure

The plane was brought into the hanger and was partially masked

during the graveyard shift. Some masking also continued during the day

shIft.

EldoradoP3500 was the first two coats of stripper applied to the

plane. The stripper was described by the general foreman as being a hot

(Phenol) stripper. For the third coat, a Western Omega Co. solvent-type

stripper was used which was described as being a mild•r material.

The stripping procedure was as follows:

- (I) Eldorado P3500 stripper was applied using barrel pumps

"and spray wands.

(2) The stripper was allowed to work for about 30 minutes

before any agitation was done.

(3) The stripper was then aggressively brushed with small

"wire brushes (reportedly altminum) approximately

ad• 1-1/2 Inches square.

(4) After the surface had been wire brushed a rubber 'squeegee

was used to remove as much of the stripper and loosened

"' paint as possible. A water spray was not used. The

general foreman stated that water wes not used because a

Corrogard paint was on the plane. fie said that the

Corrogard paint will harden up iimmediately if water is

applied and any work that the stripper has done is

destroyed. He added that stripper on polyurethane paint

can be water sprayed with no ill effects but the Corrogard

"should definitely not be sprayed with water.

"(5) A second coat of the Eldorado P3500 stripper was then

applied and left on the plane about 2 hours.

"I% Pf
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(6) The second coat was aggressively agitated using aluminum

wool. Aluminum wool or scotchbrlte pads are not used on

the first coat of stripper because they load up with paint .

, debris.

(7) The stripper and loosened paint is then squeegeed from

the plane so most of the paint left on the plane is

primer.

(8) The plane surface is then sprayed with cold water and

allowed to dry.

(9) A mild Western Omega Co. solvent-type stripper is then

applied to the plane. This stripper was much less viscous

than the Eldorado stripper and was transluscent in

appearance. The Omega stripper is used because it reported-
ly removes the primer better and cleans off the plane more

readily than the Eldorado stripper.

(10) Removal of the Omega stripper was not observed. The

foreman stated that, in general, over '5 percent of the

plane's surface rinses clean to bare metal. Additional

coats of stripper are applied to localizod tough spots

until the plane is 100 percent bare metal in the areas

being stripped.

Observations
:.4

Eight people were assigned to the stripping operation that wasf
observed. The men generally worked in pairs when that appeared to

contribute to getting the job done. The men worked in assigned areas.,

on the aircraft but moved to do another task on another area of the plane

"if the applied stripper was working on their assigned areas. There

appeared to be mninimal slack time and everyone kept relatively busy.

Each worker was essentially working two areas of the plane at the same

time. While the applied stripper was working on one location the worker

would be scrubbing or brushing paint previously loosened by the stripper

at another location.

No permanent staging was used. Roll-around portable jackup

stands were used to provide access to the sides and upper surfaces of

% o.
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the plane, Workers repeatedly had problems rolling the stands around

because of interference with hoses on the floor. Overhead life lines were

attached to the workers as shown in Figure 8 to prevent their slipping ;

and falling from the wings to the floor. Wire hrushes, aluminum wool,

"and squeegees v'ere attached to handles approximately 5 feet in length.

Barrel pumps and spray wands similar to those at Warner Robins were used

to apply stripper to the aircraft. The wands did not have on/off valves

which appeared to be an inconvenience in that a second man had to control

the flow at the barrel pump.

The third coat of stripper was a solvent-type instead of

the methylene chloride with phenol that was used for the first two

coats. The reasons given were improved primer removal and better masking.

Stripper was not applied to the entire fuselage or on an

entire wing in a single application. The reason for this was probably to

avoid getting too much stripper on the plane so that it would dry before

it could be removed, The brushing action took a substantial amount of

time, and with stripper applied to the entire plane I. might not have been possible

to brush and remove it fast enough to prevent drying.

The spent stripper and paint are flushed down the drain and to

the base sewage treatment plant. The plant is capable of handling a

limited number of barrels of phenol stripper per day.

Main Differences Between Tinker
and Robins Paint Stripping Operations

1. Much more agitation and brushing Is done at Tinker.

2. Staging is more extensive and access to the plane is better at

Robins AFB.

.0 3. Masking at Tinker is much more extensive because only part of the

plane is stripped.

4. Workers at Tinker are more spread out over the plane. Minimal

interference between workers was observed.

5. No water is used on the plane at Tinker until after the second coat

of stripper Is squeegeed off. Robins washed off the first coat

of stripper during the stripping operation observed there.

.- .. . ' . , - . .- . ... ,. .. " , . .. -., • .. , . .
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6. A phenol stripper, followed by a solvent-type stripper was used at* *Tinker. A phenol stripper was used 100 percent during the stripping

operation observed at Robins AFB.

Information Gathering by Visits
and Telephone Conversations

Information was gathered on the current state of the art in

~ aircraft paint removal by tel~phone conversations and personal visits

to paint stripping facilities, The following is a list of contacts that

were made during the project.

Air bases contacted:

"s ~o Robins Air Force Base, Georgia

o McClellan Air Force Base, California

o Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma
o Alameda Naval Air Station, California

o North Island Naval Air Station, CaVifornia

o Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, Florida

oKelley Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.

Cotmmercial airlines contacted:

oContinental Airlines, Los Angeles, California

Flying Tiger Airlines, Los Angeles, California

Frontier Airlines, Denver, Colorado

o United Airlines, San Francisco, Californin

ko~p.o Braniff International Airlines, Dallas, Texas

o Trans World Airlines, Kansas City, Missouri

North Central Airlines, Minneapolis, Minnesota

"N o National Airlines, Miami, Florida

o Eastern Airlines, Miami, Florida

o Delta Airlines, Atlanta Georgia

o Western Airlines, Los Angeles, California

SWorld Airways Inc., Oakland, California

Pan American Airlines, New York, New York.

,~ Aircraft manufacturers contacted:

o Boeing Aircraft Corporation, Everett, Washington

o Lockheed California Company, Burbank, California

o Lockheed Georgia, Marietta, Georgia

McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Corp. St. Louis, Missourl
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Commercial aircraft strippers contacted:

"o Aero Corp., Lake City, Florida

o Hayes International, Birmingham, Alabama

o Unified Aircraft Service, Rialto, California.

Suppliers of chemical strippers contacted-

Leeder Chemical Inc., I-dramount, California

Intex Products, Inc., Greenville, S. Carolina

McGean Chemical (Cee Bee Strippers), California ""

o B and B Chemicals, Miami, Florida

Eldorado Chemical Inc., San Antonia, Texas

Inland Chemical Company, Orange, California

Penwalt Chemical Corp., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A written summary of the information obtained from each of the

contacts is in the Appendices (A-E) of this report.

The information obtained from visits and telephone conversations

has been summarized to show the comparisons of aircraft depainting by air

bases, commercial airlines, contract strippers, and a'ircraft manufacturers

j in Table I.

Comparison of Strippina Methods and Facilities

Preparation for Strippin.,
Washing. Some of the stripping facilities wAshed their planes

prior to stripping but most did not. The general feeling was that a dirt

or grease film has a negligible effect on the strippers ability to remove

paint and that washing is just another step that adds cost. Most people

indicated, however, that it is best to clean extremely greasy or dirty I.
areas. ,-

Masking. All facilities masked vulnerable areas of the air-

craft ,rior to applying stripper. The masking techniques were generally

similar. Masking materials included heavy-duty aluminum paper, polyethylene

I.'.

o Indicates personal visit - others are telephone contacts.
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sheet, aluminum backed tape, and plastic tape. Several operations used

a double masking technique which involved the use of aluminum tape over

plastic tape. The reason for double masking is to reduce the possibility

of the tape being lifted during the stripping and washing operations. It

was reported that water tends to lift the aluminum tape and stripper tends

to release plastic tape. Several people indicated that masking is the most

Important step in the stripping operation. Generally these people were

involved with stripping commercial airplanes on which extensive masking

is required.K Precut aluminum barrier paper was used during the masking process at

several stripping facilities. It was reported that use of the precut

panels reduces masking time especially around windows.

Stripping Material. All of the aircraft depainting facilities

contacted used a chemical stripper approach to the paint removal task.
K All operations used methylene chloride based materials as their principle ,2

stripping agent but some were more willing to use the' stronger materials

containing phenol or phenol and organic acid (such as hydroxyacetic).

The use of acid strippers (methylene chloride-phenol-organic

, .~ acid) is acceptable to some airline companies, and they are commonly

used by at least one of the companies that strips paint on a contract

basis. The acid strippers can cause stress corrosion cracking of high-

strength steels so are not used by the Air Force. Present masking

procedures are not "fool proof" enough to assure that no stripper will
~ 'Vcome into contact with the high-strength steels of military aircraft.

Protection of the landing gear on commercial aircraft is probably easier

because the underside of the fuselage is generally not painted.

Some facilities used the same stripper for the complete "start-

,' to finish" stripping operation while others secondary stripping materials

that differed from the primary stripper. Secondary materials included

'HEK, solvent-type strippers and various commercial forinulated cleaning

materials. The reasons given for using of the secondary materials were.

that they removed the primer better or that they were easier to remove
(usually by wAshing) than the primary stripper being used. At Delta, B-B-lO00,,

"(a commercial solvent) is used to wipe down the plane after stripping to 1--7

reduce the volump of waste and potential runoff. Water is not used to

IR
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rin'.e the plane until the plane has been wiped down with solvent and

Is followed to prevent any of the stripper from entering the sewer.

Stripper Application. Stripper material is applied by two

* methods which include spraying it on with an airless sprayer and flowing

it on followed by distribution with brushes. The predominant method

used is application by airless sprayer. The flowing on and brush

distribution method is used by United. The reason for their using that

method is probably to eliminate stripper being entrained in the atmosphere

which sometimes occurs during the spray application method. United has

'• 'many other workers around the plane during the stripping operation and

flowing on the stripper and distributing it by brushing is a more

controllable application method.

At most facilities stripper was pumped directly from 55-gallon

drums using barrel pumps. However several facilities used bulk storage

tanlks for storing stripper. Pumping from the 55-ga~1on drums offers some-

what more versatility In that one can switch easily from one stripper to

Sanother by simply moving the barrel pump to another barrel. Frequent

changing from one stripper to another with bulk storage would require

"several tanks. Bulk storage makes temperature control of the stripper

easier. Cold stripper reportedly works slower on paint than stripper

that is at room temperature. Bulk storage also eliminates some of the

barrel handling problems and clutter around the stripping area.

Stripper A&Itation. At all facilities contacted the stripper

Is allowed to work on the paint for some length of time and is then

agitated and removed. The extent of agitation varied from none to very

aggressive agltat(on. Most places brushed the stripper and loosened paint

"around with mops or polypropylene brushes. Tinker Air Force Base agitated

their str-tpper very aggressively by using small wire brushes (reported to be

aluminum) and aluminum wool. The general philosophy was to let the stripper do

"the work if at all possible, Many places simply use a stronger stripper when

tough spots are encountered instead of resorting to more aggressive brushing

techniques.

Agitation at all facilities is done by hand (i.e., brushes were

mounted on long handles and worked by hand) except for the final stages of

. . . _, S , , .-
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paint removal at Braniff. They use a hand-held rotary power disc with a

: •circular Scotchbrite pad for final paint removal. The same device is

used for feathering edges of paint spots that will not come off the plane.

Braniff personnel stated that this power tool had to be used with great

"6 care to prevent damaging the substrate.

p A large number of places use scotchbrite pads to aid in the

final cleanup of the plane. These pads are often used in conjunction

with a solvent or commercial cleaner. Aluminum wool is also used at a

number of facilities as an aid to removing loosened paint.

SStrippe Removal. Stripper is removed with squeegees or by
i' water spray, The water temperature ranges from cold to hot. Some

facilities use only squeegees because they don't want to wet the plane.

Personnel at those facilities claim that the subsequent coat of stripper

won't work well on a damp surface and they don't want to wait for the
plane's skin to dry. People at other facilities claim their stripper

" is not affected by a damp surface and, therefore, apply stripper over a

recently rinsed plane without waiting for it to dry.

Several operators indicated cold water is used at their

facility because of fumes that are generated when hot water or steam

is used to remove stripper. No one that used hot water gave good reasons

why hot water should be expected to work better than cold for removing

stripper and paint cesidue.

San Antonio uses 200 psi water a so-called "beam gun" to

"remove stripper and loosened paint. They stated their belief that the

water jet aids in undercutting loosened paint and blasts it off the

plane surface.
.'a

Waste Disposal. The used stripper disposal methods that were

encountered are as follows:

(1) Collect the sludge in barrels or a bulk tank and ultimately

-4 'dispose of it in a sanitary landfill,

(2) Drain the spent stripper and wash water to a waste

treatment plant before discharging Into a stream.

(3) Give used stripper to a reclamation company.
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Sanitary landfill disposal (method 1) was most frequently

encountered at commercial airlines especially those located on the West

Coast. The vaste material is either picked up and put into barrels or

is collected in a sump for subsequent transfcr to a bulk tanker truck.

There is serious concern about possible future EPA regulations that

g could eliminate sanitary landfills as a disposal method.

The disposal method for running the used stripper and wash water

through a waste treatment plant and ultimately into a stream was en-ountered

"most frequently at military bases. Although several courmercial airlines

had sewage treatment plants at their overhaul basi.s, they still elected

to not run their paint stripping waste through the plants because of the

treatment cost or because their plants were not capable of handling the

waste.

Boeing Aircraft Company disposes o:" their waste through a

reclamation company in order to reduce disposal costs somewhat. However,

they still pay 15 to 20 cents per gallon for disposal.

Disposal through a reclamation company is ippealing because

it may be possible to get some reduction in disposal cost if the stripper

waste can be considered to have some reclamation value. However, it

may be difficult to locate a reclamation firm that can handle the used

stripper. If a reclamation firm can be locate'4 it is advisable that a

Ssecondary disposal method be arranged for.

Staging and Airplane Access Equipment. The staging equipment

for providing; the workers access to a planets surfaces varied videly at

the stripping facilities visited. The following are some of the types

of staging being used:

(i) Cherry picker vehicles with personnel baskets on the

boom.

(2) Roll-around scaffolding that is raiged and lowered with

power or by hand.

"(3) Permanently installed staging with either fixed deck or

"movable deck levels.

(4i) Extensive scaffolding or work platforms that are moved

in adjacent to a plane and left for the duration of the

"stripping process.

..........................................
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(5) Wheeled vehicles supported on tracks with boom-mounted

person•el baskets that move along the wings and fuselage

of the plane.

(6) Overhead work decks that have three degree of freedom

"(x, y, z) movement capability.

Cherry pickers are used by stripping operators generally when

high versatilibv is required and stripping facilities are limited. A

personnel basket mounted on a cherry picker boom can reach all the surfaces

* :of a plane. However, the risk of damaging the plane with the boom is

appreciable.

Scaffolding that is mobile and is moved by hand is used at

several stripping facilities. These units provide a low-cost method of
giving workers access to much of a plane's surface. However, there is a

substantial inconvenience when a worker has to move the stand or scaffold

from onp point to another. Hoses laying on the floor at most stripping
installations interfere with stand movement. If the stands are raised

and lowered frequently during the stripping operationfa hydraulic hand , 4%
.%A,

pump Is a timle consuming method of adjusting stand height. %

Permanently installed staging is used at Delta and United.

Their staging is also used for maintenance tasks other than stripping.

"At Delta the permanent staging is around the tail section and the deck

levels are movable. U1nited's staging surrounds the plan-2 and is movable

so it can be rolled into place. The permanent staging provided excellent

access to the plane's surface but the required structure is massive and

, expensive.

Delta utilizes overhead three degree of freedom platforms

in addition to their permanent tail staging to provide worker access to

the fuselage. The work .latforms are supported on an extensive overhead

structure. Boeing also had three degree of freedom overhead work plot-

forms that utilized a stacker crane type unit for mobility. Boeing

peraot.nel expressed a preference foi the overhead platform over permanent
staging because the platforms provide worker mobility and they can reach

almost all upper surfaces of the planes. The cable-supported platforms

at Warner Robins ALC appeared to be just as efficient although perhaps not

as steady as those seen at Boeing ard Delta. The Warner Robins units

"are simpler than the Boeing or Delta units and they have less rigid

structure that could damage the plane.

S *. ..-.
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One commercial airline uses four track-guided vehi:les (i'i~u-. 9)

for providing worker access to a plane. Two vehicles are on tracks that are

located along the leading edge of the wings and along the forward fuselage.

* The second two vehicles are mounted on tracks that run parallel, to the

fuselage aft of the wing. The vehicles are controlled from personnel bas-

kets that are mounted on an articulated boom. Stripper and wash water

lines are routed up the boom to thcL personnel basket.

Laboratory Comparison of Stripping Efficiencies of
Selected Commercial Stripping Materials

Eleven commercial stripping materials have been zomparatively rated

for efficiency in removing paint from two different aircraft skins obtained

from Warner Robins. The primary reason for this study was to check the

relative efficiency of phenolic versus non-phenolic strippers. Some reports

~ ,-! from the visits with persons stripping aircraft were positive in identifying

* "phen6lics as being more efficient than non-phenolic, ,hile others were con-

tradictory. In this laboratory work an effort was made to compare the

efficiencies of the following: phenol, non-phenol, and two acid-type strippers.

T.O. 1-1-8
BCL No. Description AApproval

1 Phenol, acid-type (no fluorides) no
S..2 Phenol, acid-type no

3 Acid, non-phenol no

4 Phenol yes
5 Phenol in methylene chloride (no ammonia) no
6 Phenol yes
7 Phenol, meutral (approved MIL-R-81294) no
8 14% Phenol in methylene chloride yes

'~ ., 9 Non-phenol, methylene chloride, low alchol yes
11 Non-phenol yes
11 Non-phenol, ammoniated yea

"Each of these eleven strippers was evaluated on two different substrates.

"One substrate was identified as a weathered section of a C130. The paint

was relatively thin (,v 3 mils) anud very difficult to remove. The source of

"the second substrate was not identified. However, this sample was a roll

of aircraft skin which had been peeled from ito reinforcing ribs. It

appeared to have been hand painted. Film thickness varied greatly and the

paint was considerably thicker than that on the first substrate.

*.*. .. . . . . . 4 . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
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Each of the two substrates was cut into 4 x 6-test coupons to

allow spot tests of all eleven strippers on each. The first test procedure

consisted of placing 2- to 4-inch-diameter spots of each stripper on the

ribbed test coupons (reported as C130). Stripping activity (lifting) was

rated after 45 minutes, The specimens were then rinsed clean and rated a

second time for "percent paint removal", and photographed. The spot test

procedure for the second substrate (rolled skin) was different because of

the heavy coating of pai nt. The spots (covered with strippers) were rated for
.:' activity after 10 minutes of exposure to the eleven strippers. Panels were

rinsed, dried, and reexposed to the strippers. After 15 minutes (25 minutes

~ total including the initial 10 minutes' exposure) the panels were again

rinsed and rated for percent paint removal after the two applications.

These two studies are summarized in Table 2. Photographs of each of the

spot tests of the eleven stripping :ompounds after 45 minutes (Procedure

* No. 1) and after 25 minutes (Procedure No, 2) have been included in this

report immediately following Table 2. These are Figures 10 through 20.

Two major conclusions can be drawn from this brief study. First,

any specific stripping material may not perform equally well on different

painted surfaces. An example of this is BCL No. 3 (acid-type, non-phenol)

which was outstanding (100 percent paint removed) in one test and only
"very good" (50 percent paint removed) in a second test.

A second major conclusion is that there are wide variations of

perforit ,'ce within any major type of stripping material (acid, phenol, non-

phenol) Therefore, it is not satisfactory to simply rate a material by

generic type. For example, the two phenol, acid-type strippers (BCL Nos.

1 and 2) were rated as outstanding (100% paint removed) and extremely

poor (0% paint removed), respectively, on a common substrate. In the second

test using a different painted surface, both materials were rated consis-

"I, tently "excellent".

It is possible to generally consider stripper performance by

, type. The phenol (acid-type) and the acid (non-phenol) are the most ettective

*. materia]a. Damage to substrate must be Assessed closely. The non-acid

phenols are less effective than the ibove classes and their effectiveness

_ • decreases in proportion to the amount of phenol removed from the formulation.

,% ,%
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Figure 10.

Commercial Paint Stripper No. 1

~.AA (Phenol, acid type, no fluorides)

ISO

Condition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface
after 45 minute. after 25 minutes

Test Procedure No. 1 on Test Procedure No. 2 on
Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Aircraft Skin (10 min

From KC-131 exposure, rinse, 15 min exposure)

lei .
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~ImPCommercil Paint Stripper No. 2

e~hanol, acid type)

4 II

41 i ý. I

Condition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface

after 45 minutes after 25 minutes-

Test Procedure No. I on Teat Procedure No. 2 on
Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Aircraft SI'n (10 min

From KC-3 expouomra, rinse, 15~ miti oocposure)

44
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Figure 12.

Commercial Paint Stripper No. 3

(Acid, non-phenol)

"X.4

Condition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface
after 45 minutes after 25 minutes

Test Procedure No. 1 on Test Procedure No. 2 on
"Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Aircraft Skin (10 min

"From KC-131 exposure, rinee, 15 mln exposure)

~t;

* 4*
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Figure 13

Comnmercia Paint StripperN. 4

(Phenol)1:

p1P4

ji:i

Condition of Point Surface Condition of Paint: Surface 4

after 45 minutes ufter 25 minutes

Ten~t Pronsidure No. I. on~ Tent iOr'iedure No. 1 on
Ribbed Aricraft 'ýamples Unidentifl~od Aircraft. Skin (10 mnu

From KC-131 expo~sure, vinse, 15 min exposure)

II
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Figure 14.

Commercial Paint Stripper No.5('Phenol in Methy-lene Chlori'de)

* .A

,Me

i• ~ Condition of Paint Surface Con~dition of Point Suorface ""
after 45 minutes after 25 minutes --Test Procedure No. I on Test Procedure No. 2 on

,,m,,Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Airrraft Skin (10 min ,
From KC=131 exposure, rinse, 15 min exposure).,

WIN•

4'".

~~'% 4  
i

i ".
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Figure 15

Commercial Paint Stripper No. 6

(Phenol)

It .1,11

tl ,I ji .j

Condition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface
after 45 min~utes after 25 minutes

Toot Procedure No. 1 on Teat Procedure No. 2 on
Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Aircraft Skin (10 mnn

From KC-131 exposure, rinse, 15 min exiposure)

q.<4

%I

'4).
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Figure 16

"Commercial Paint Stripper No. 7

(Phenol, neutval)

04,

Condition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface
after 45 minutes after 25 minutes

.' Test Procedure No. 1 on Test Procedure No. 2 on
Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Aircraft Skin (10 min

From KC-131 exposure, rinse, 15 min exposure)

0*.%

• = ... ~ . . . . . .... ....' .....ftL_ '••
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Figure 17

Commercial Paint Stripper No. 8

(14% phenol in methylene chloride)

Sw w'*I

, '

Condition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface
after 45 minutes after 25 minutes

Test Procedure No. 1 on Test Procedure No. 2 on
Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Aircraft Skin (10 min

From KC-131 exposure, rinse, 15 min exposure)

I2,

' ,•mI

.4% • • " . • .". .. . . .
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-, Figure 18

Commercial Paint Stripper No. 9

(Non-phenol, methylene thloride, low aI,:ohol)

T..

Condition of Paint Stirface Condition of Paint Surface
after Lt, minutes after 25 miinut.is

Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentif ied Aircraft Skin (10 min
Fet roceum No.131 exposuet Prosedur 1 o. 2i exosue
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Figure 19 .
Commercial Paint Stripper No. 10

(Non-plieno 1)

psp

4i,

Condition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface
after 45 minutes after 25 minutes

Test Procedure No. I. on Test Procedure No. 2 on
Ribbed Aricraft Samples Unidentified Aircraft Skin (10 min

From KC-131 exposure, rinse, 15 mix. exposure)
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Figure 20

Cowmercial Paint Stripper No.,11

(o-phenol, ammoniated)

t1 v

PCondition of Paint Surface Condition of Paint Surface
after 45 minutes after 25 minutes

Test P~ocedure No. 1 oni Test Procedure No. 2 on
4Ribbed Aricraft Samp1.vs Unidentified Aircraft Skin (10 min

From KC-131 exposures rinses 15 min exposure)
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% JThe non-phenols are the least effective of the types studied. Since there

s some variation in performance among these materials (BCL Nos. 9, i0, 11),

and since these are the types commonly approved for stripping military air-

craft, it is of paramount importance to examine each one on a performance
, basis for each specific paint removal need and not simply by genýý-ic type.

' ".49

Alternative Non-Chemical Methods of
• -- "Sripping Paint From Aircraft

During the course of this program several non-chemical methods rf

stripping paint we:e discussed with people at the various airplane depainting

facilities. In addition, two other methods were investigated briefly at Battelle.

These non-chemical or mechanical paint stripping methods are as follows:

1. Blasting with dry ice, walnut shells, etc.

2. Water jet blasting

3. Ultrasoniics

. 4. Elevated temperature.

0%, Mechanical stripping is appealing because the chemical stripper,

which poses a serious waste disposal problem, is eliminated. However, none4
of the methods of non-chemical paint stripping appear to be a viable

alternative to chemical stripping at present. All are in the idea or in
•4I the laboratory stages and have not been satisfactorily demonstrated to

be feasible from an operational or cost standpoint. Mechanical methods

in general are predicted to be labor intensive because they are applied

to small areas and are not applicable to a large overall area as is the
-w case with a chemical stripper.

"Abrasive Blasting. The Lockheed California Company has done

• .. m some experimental work with dry ice blasting as a paint removal method.

Dry ice blasting is appealing because the CO2 pellets will evaporate

after being used and only dry paint chips remain as the end waste

"-'". product. No clean up of the blasting material would be required as is

the case with walnut shells, sano, etc. Lockheed personnel project a

cost increase of up to 100 times over that of chemical stripping. There

, . 4
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is sufficient laboratory data to accurately predict a final cost but

brief experiments run at Battelle confirm that the process would be

extremely slow and costly. The amount of compressed air and dry ice,
both of which are expensive, that would be required to strip a plane
is very great. Lockheed is not placing much emphasis on dry ice
blasting and their present funding of research effocts is very low.

Lockheed personnel stated that dry ice blasting is probably only appli-

cable to special cases such as cleaning blades In an assembled engine.

* Blasting with dry ice or other dry abrasive particles all

"share several disadvantages. First, the process is slow because it is
* impractical to have a blasting Aozzle that will cover more than a few

square inches at a time. Secondly, a fairly "non-agressive" blaýting

material such as walnut shells or dry ice must be used to reduce the

possibility of damaging the aluminum skin. Even with these so-called

non-agressive materials experience has shown that the skin can be

-.' damaged very easily because the force due to the impinging particles can

deform the skin causing depressions between support scructures. The

third and perhaps most important disadvantage is that any blasting process

would most probably be very expensive as compared to chemical stripping

because of the time and manpower required.

•1 . Water Jet Blasting, Personnel at Boeing indicated that they are

plannitig to investigate water jet blasting as a paint stripping method. They

*. are only in the idea stage at present, however. A Boeing representative

S-, believes that it may be possible to fixture the water jets in some way that

will reduce the possibility of the skin surface being damaged or workers being

injured by the high pressure jets. He also wants to incorporate a

system for collecting the water overspray so it can be returned for recycling.

"Eastern airlines personnel also stated that they are interested in
looking at high pressure water blasting but they have not done any experimental

work so far.

• • Ultrasonics. Ultrasonic rernoval of paint was discussed with an

engineEr at Battelle who has been extensively involved in development of various

ultrar' tools. His Judgment is that it is techniquely feasible to use ultra-

sonics tL. ,move paint for aircraft skin. However, ultrasonics probably would
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be used only as an aid to chemical stripper that could also act as a
j coupling agent between the transducer and the skin. In addition,

ultrasonics would probably only be feasible in areas where the stripper

will not by itself remove the paint. An example might be for removal of

paint imbedded in the crevices around rivet heads. General stripping

of an entire airplane by using an ultrasonic device does not appear to
be economically feasible because the process would be slow,

Eastern airlines personnel stated that they plan to investigate
ultrasonics in addition to the water jet idea for removing paint, However,

they are in the idea stage only and have not done any experimental work.

Elevated Teinperature. A brief laboratory experiment was run at
," Battelle to determine what effect heat would have on the painted surface
* of an airplane skin. A test specimen was provided to Battelle by Warner

Robins ALC for this purpose. When applying heat directly to the sample a

' •skin temperature level of about 225 to 250 degrees F was required to soften

the paint sufficiently so it could be removed by milA'abrasion with aluminum

i •wool. However, even though the paint was softened by the heat, considirable

scrubbing with the wool was still required to remove the paint.

A second approach was also tried that utilized heat as an aid
to the paint removal process. A painted skin specimen was scraped with a

spatula that was heated to 700-800 degrees. It was hoped that the blade
edge would heat the paint so it could be easily scraped off while rapidly
moving the scraper across the painted surface. However, in order for the
scraper to be effective in removing the paint it had to be moved across

the painted surface at a very low rate of speed. The high scraper
,• •,'.<temperature and low speed caused the skin temperature near the scraper

contact line to be raised to 200-225 degrees.

The two trials that were run indicate that the skin surface must

be raised to at least 200 degrees in order for the paint to be adequately

softened to speed removal by abrasion. A 200 degree temperature level is
" probably high enough to damage Rnmr components immediately under the skin.

In addition, the process of removing the heated paint would probably be
Sj slow and expensive.

It was observed during the skin heating experiments that a decal
raised to a temperature of about 150 degrees was easily scraped off the

.skin. The adhesive material used to hold the decal in place did not scrape

4 4
P, ,•. . . .•. . ,• .••,,.•'..e " .',.+..,..'''. .'...•.• .• •' .. •. ,.,.
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off but remained on the skin after the decal was removed. Decal removal

0 J with heat may be practical if stripper does not sufficiently loosen the

decals to make their removal easy.

Notable Differences Between
Warner Robins Paint Stripping Techniques

and those Observed Elsewhere

Although all stripping facilities removed paint from planes

in much the same way (i.e., all used chemical strippers), the stripping

operations varied from one facility to another. In all cases, some

form of methylene chloride containing paint stripper is applied to the

aircraft, allowed to work for a period of time, and then is removed by

1 14some procedure. Nevertheless, many differences have been identified
which were considered for potential adoption at Warner Robins to possibly

increase efficiency and lower costs. These differences are listed below.

Notable Differences in Stripping Technique

* ,Equipment and Facilities

o The extensive use of scaffolding in tiers by some facilities to

provide easy worker accessibIlity to surfaces to be stripped,

o The use of "cherry pickers" to bring workers into close proximity of

aircraft surfaces.

o Use of wheeled vehicles on ttacks that are controllable from boom-

mounted personnel work baskets.

. o The use of power ladders for access to aircraft surfaces.

o Lifelines for workers who walk over wing tops and other horizontal

surfaces.

• o The use of stacker cranes to bring workers into close proximity of

aircraft surfaces. The cranes were supported on overhead rails and

had a vertical column extending downward that supported the work

platform or catwalk. The work platform had all cleaning, stripping,

and washing equipment on it, or extending down the vertical column

so no hoses extended to the platform from floor level.

_ o The use of overhead three degree of freedom mobile truss-like
'I

VM,' structures to bring workers in close proximity to the aircraft.
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o The use of a power buffing tool with disk pads similar to Scotchbrite

to remove final amounts of difficult-to-remove paint.

. o Use of large central. storage tanks instead of 55-galleTn drums for

supplying stripper,

o Downdraft air provided in the stripping area to keep fumes to a

minimum.

I" NOperational Techniques

o Prior cleaning with methyl ethyl ketone to obtain a good bond from

masking materials.

f to The use of precut, masking, aluminized barrier paper.

o Paint removal and repainting in same hanger (without moving aircraft)

. using same scaffolding.

o The use of troughs and tubes alongside the fuselage to collect the

spent stripper and paint in drums when scraped from the aircraft,.

o Maintenance of the aircraft while stripping and tepainting is in progrens.
o Removal of chemical stripper and loosened paint from aircraft surface

by a high-pressure (200 psi) water jet.
.* o Washing with soap solution,

o The use of the same labor force to both otrip and paint aircraft in

order to upgrade the job classification.

o The upgrading of the paint stripping job classification by other

means.

o Use of a small crew on a 24-hour straight through shift at high

(incentive) rate.

o Yearly inspection of the paint condition on all aircraft and the

incorporstion of all information relative to painting into a computer

system.

o Leave hard to remove paint on aircraft surface and repairet over it.

•¼ 'Stripper Materials

o Greater use of phenolic-type strippers (claimed tu be str.,.)nge- than

* ~,nonphenolic types) by some facilities.

Y9q
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o The use of acid-type strippers (claimed to be strongest of all

strippers) nither on substantial or limiteu n:ale by some facilities.

o The use of a solvent-type secondary str4.pper (claimed to remove primer

better qnd rinse from the plane cleaner.

Waste Di3posal

o Return of the used stripper to a chemical Aupolier for reclaim and

"salvage value.,

o Collection of all wash water and paint removed .herewith in drums for

disposal In a landfill.

Potential Change; to Improve Warner
"Robins ALC AirKlane Paint Stripping Operation

"The information gathered from site visits and telephone conversa-

:. tions disclosed nothinj..,thq t.an..revuiotfihLe,WArperRobins aircraft

" ,s.pint stripping operation. The information gathered has also shown that

the Warner Robins..op.!eration appears to be esxe,n.tially,,up,.to date in the

._ýtate of the art. However, there are notable operational differences at

a number of facilities and these have been listed in the previous section
of this report.

The following paragraphs identify which differences offer

some potential for improving the Warner Robins paint stripping operation

and which do not. In addition, several items and practices were also

"-" ::noted during the airplane stripping operation observed at Robins AFB

that could be modified to increase airplane throughput. These items are

also identified in the following paragraphs and recommended improvements

are described,

Equipment and Facilities

"Worker Access Equipment. Extenrive use of scaffolding around

".' .~the plane is not recommended because the existing overhead platforms and

elevator catwalks along with limited use of adjustable mobile floor stands

can readily and efficiently reach the upper surfaces of the plane. The eta-

.4 ,bilized platforms and catwalks also provide worker mobility that permanent

stationary staging does not provide.
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The use of "cherry plcker"-type vehicles is not recommended

because their booms could easily damage the plane's surface and they are

'- not expected to be as efficient as the overhead platforms and elevator
im•.•,catwalks presently being used.

..T~he ba sic conc~eptr a'nddes.i.gn of- t~he .p~re sen tly. used overhead, stabilized

.. plat.form system .is good. The cages provide rapid three-directional movement
w .... capability and can cover most of a plane's upper surfaces without any

interference with equipment 1ocatee on thm floor. Stocker cranes such as

"um.'• those used at Boeing and the overhead three degree of freedom truss work
.. t..Deta..,.ffer °rea !_ op~er~a.tions..I adva.ntapek e teabl- supported,.

platforms at Warner Robins. The Boeing and Delta units provide a steadier

work platform but they also have substantial structure that could damage

the plane easier than the cables.

There are several modifications that can be made to the platform

systems that are expected to increase their efficiency.a-T!he pl.atforms can

6. •easily be lengthened in the direction parallel to the longitudinal center-

line of the plane to give the twu occupants more roo'i to work on the plane's

j surface without interfering. withb. h other, 7A set of controls mounted on

the inboard side of the stabilized work platform would be easier to reach

"% than the present outboard position.
The increase in platform length at each end should be sufficient to

• • allow reaching areas under the tail horizontal stabilizer. By doing this

the platforms could be made to cover the complete upper surface of the plane

including the tail in case the tail catwalk staging were to break down.

The ability to reach all areas of the tail is of course dependent on

whether adequate overhead clearance for the platforms is available.

in the present operation the workers in the platforms hold stripper

avid water hoses that drag along as the platforms move through the air. The

,w4,tW.4%id-otripper hoses could be connected through quick. disconnects to a

manifold block rigidly mounted on the platform frame. With this arrangement

.N, the worker would not have to fight the hose as it was' being dragged along

during platform movement. Short hoses could be run from the manifold to

each worker station thus making it possible for both workers to apply
stripper and wash the plane together.

ýI N.-'
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The catwalk staging at Warner Robins appeared to be somewhat

narrow. It might be better if the catwalk wereone or two feet wider.

The extra width would provide more room for the workers to move past each

other. Permanent multilevel tail. staging similar to that used by Delta

would be an alternative. The present staging provides vertical mobility

to the worker and this is a major advantage, Also two or more workers

could probably nk effectively work on more than one staging level at a

time because of falling debris.

By having stripper and water hoses attached through quick dis- ý,k

connects 'to a manifold block on the catwalk the workers would not have
to support the weight of the hose which appeared to be substantial when

the catwalk was high in the air. The water and stripper lines could toe

off through the manifold block to provide stripper and water lines toK both workers.

The use of power ladders is expected to improve thE maneuver-

Sability of people on the floor. Instead of having to Jack up and lower the

unit by hand the worker could push a button or step oý a foot control to

raise and lower while standing on the work platform.

Central Striper Supply System. Changing from a barrel supply

system to a central supply system could provide the following advantages,

(1) Elimination of barrels from the stripping area. Lae

U (2) Elimination of the requirement to periodically move

barrel pumps to full stripper barrels.

"(3) Easy control of stripper temperature.

(4) Elimination of the small amount of stripper waste

that occurs when a barrel is almost empty.

' One disadvantage of a central supply system is that the

versatility of quickly switching from one stripper to another is lost

unless several storage tanks are used and it is possible to stock more

than one material. This option is not available to Warner Robins.

Personnel at other stripping faciiities have reported that

stripper temperature is important because cool stripper does not work

as fast as stripper at room temperature. If the storage tank were

located outside it is recommended that the tank be jacketed with hot

water, steam, or electric heating coils.

-I
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N/

"Lighting. Improved lighting is reconvmended under the wings

i___ of the plane. Addition of light to the under wing staging is expected \

to substantially improve visibility under the wings. Lights are recom-

-, mended as a convenience to night crews working under the wings and are

expected to result in their being able to better assess the stripper

cost thickness, the stripper progress toward removing a cost of paint,

and stripper removal during brushing and rinsing,

Lighto should be installed along the edges oý the staging

deck and should have splash shields to protect them from stripper and

water. Estimated spacing of about 1.0 feet is desirable.Wr Trench .Beet 1:lxToarabnah the fuselage 4

appeared to be a very difficult area to strip during the C141. stripping /

operation that was witnessed at Warner Robins. The paint on the lower

fuselage of the plane observed was extremely difficult to remove. This

is reportedly a frequent problem area on planes because it 1.s a field

maintenance' area, At least part of the removal prot'lem may be caused

by the lack of working room under the fuselage. Men are forci.d to work

from creepers because of the approximately 2 to 2-1/2 feet of ground

: zl clearance beneath the fuselage.

W. "A trench under the fuselage is expected to substantially

improve work conditions for stripping the belly of a C141 aircraft and

should result in an improved Job in that area.

.. • I A trench about 6 feet dee, and 5 feet wide is recommended.

The length should extend from just behind the nose wheel to where the

rear fuselage curves upward. A spring loaded stop is reconmnended for the

nose wheel bearing point at the forward end of the trench. A false

floor of grating should be installed for the workers to stand on. The

,' trench should be sloped so stripper and paint chips drain to one end.
t Installation of a sump at one end is recomnended in case tised stripper

storage should become a desirable capability in the future. A flush

:, ".' line cr nozzle should also be installed at floor level at the high end of the

,.I .- pit so high velume water flow can be used to flush the pit floor clean at

I the end of each day. Installation of removable grating is also recommended

at the main floor level so the belly of a high ground clearance plane can

. 'be stripped from the main floor.
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Powered Brushes. Powered brushes have been tried at Warner

Robins but have not been well received by workers. It would seem that

powered polypropylene brushes would have little effect on paint that is

still tightly adhering to a plane's surface and that they would not be

any more efficient than hand brushes or water spray in removal of loosened

paint. In order to remove tightly adhering paint an aggressive cutting

action is required. Braniff personnel like the powered disk with

Scotchbrite pad that they use but they point out that it must be used

with extreme care to prevent damage to the plane's surface. No other

stripping facilities used powered brushes or pads,

Powered brushes are not recommended because soft polypropylene

is not effective in removing tightly adhering paint and aggressive cutting

material involves too much risk of damaging the plane's surface,

Operational Techniques

Many of the operational differences noted 'at other facilities

are not applicable to Warner Robins' operation. These include (1)

*•' •stripping and painting In the same grea, (2) Doing maintenance tasks"

o' on the plane during the stripping operation, and (3) use of troughs

taped to the side of the aircraft to run used stripper into barrels,

Operational techniques that are applicable to Warner Robins

are in the areas of masking and personnel distribution. Discussions

of potential changes to Warner Robins' operation in these areas are

discussed below,

Masking, Loosening of masking tape from the plane's surface

during the stripping process did not appear to be a problem at Warner

Robins, However, if loosening of masking tape becomes a problem in the

future, vwip.pg_nthe surface with methyl ethyl keotone before applying the

tape may result in a better bond.

"Several commercial airline stripping facilities use precut

sheet barrier papers to speed the masking process on certain arc'as

of the plane. This technique Is applied especially around windows. Even

though the planes stripped at Warner Robbins do not have areas such as

passenger windows where the masking procedure is extremely repetitive it

" maybe possible to employ the precut sheet technique to some advantage.

Warner Robins was observed to use multiple tape strips to cover

cockpit windows. The window maqsqking procedure tokl a substantinl amount
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of time and may be justified because of window vulnerability to stripper.

However, the tape strips were difficult to remove from the windows when stripping II

was complete. Precut barrier sheets could be taped over the windows around the

., .edges. In view of the fact that the window frames are carefully hand-

stripped after the windows are masked with tape strips and that a second

masking sheet is then placed over the window area, the use of aluminum

paper in lieu of tape for the primary masking would appear to be adequate,

and ihould result in shorter masking time and make removal easier,

Personnel Distribution

The Warner Robins airplane stripping procedure, as observed, used

defined area responsibility approach to get the plane stripped. Each of

the. three shifts had its area of plane to work (i.e., left wing, fuselage,

and right wing) and pirvrnnel on the individual shifts had their assigned

Sareas to work. This tipiroach has an advantage in that each person knows

exactly what his job ro and he becomes familiar witkhs ares on the plane.

During the plane stripping operation witnessed at Warner Robins

a substantial amount of man-hours were lost while stripper was working

v• on all sections of the aircraft and during the stripper application an4

"brushing process on the fuselage because of interferences between personnel

working the upper and lower portions of the aircraft.

By rearranging personnel work assignments Warner Robins m~y

be able to increase the throughput of their stripping facility, Figure 21

shows how 16-day shift personnel are assigned to the aircraft. Figure 22

shows a rough flow chart of the work assignments carried out by the day

I shift on the plane that was observed being stripped at Warner Robins.
It should be emphasized that this was not a detailed time study. Consequently,

the times stated for tasks being completed are appoximate because the average

task startup and completion times for all 16 people were estimated. The pur-

pose of the work flow chart is to show a trend and not exact elapsed time

required for specific tasks. It can be seen that there are approximately

1,6 hours spent waiting for stripper to work on the paint. This translates

to 26 man-hours for a 16-man crew. This time could have eftectively been

used to mask or strip the left wing or right wing. Figure 21 shows potential

alternate assignment areas that could be used to fill slack time. There was

other idle time lost during the afternoon period that does not show up on

the work flow chart because some men finished thrir tasks before others.

-A• -' _.A 'ýJ
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*- Man Primary Work Area 0Alteunate Work. Are~a
1, 9 Nose Engine Pod & Pylon

42, 10 Lo"'er Forward 1"uselage Engine Pod & Pylon

3, /1, 1i, 12 Upper Fuselage Over Wing

5, 13 Lower Underwing Fuselage Under Wing

6, 14 Luwer Rear Fuselage Under Wing

8, 5 15, 16 Tail U~nder Wing

F (URE 2]. DAY SHIFT WOR~K AREAS
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FIGURE 22. DAY SHIFT WORK FLOW CHART
(16 PEOPLE)

Fuselage Masking Begins 7:45 am

Fuselage Masking Complete 9:30 am

Break 9:40 am

First Coat of Stripper Being Applied 10:00 am

. First Coat of Stripper Application Completed 10"45 am

Waiting for Stripper to Work 10:45-11:45 am

Lunch 11:45 am - 12!30 pm

Begin Brushing First Coat of Stripper 12:30 pm

First Coat Stripper Completely Removed "1:10 pm
except tail (fuselage was washed,
and tail squeegeed)

"Second Coat of Stripper on Plane 2:00 pm

Waiting for Stripper to Work 2:00-2:40 pm

Break 2:40 pm

Second coat of St--ipper Being Brushed and 3:00 pm
-ýA Removed

Area Cleanup Completed 3:.40 pm

Shift Change

% 4.

4 !
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-Beciuscf cold wather conditions 17 people were used on the

J •swing shift. A normal shift was reported to be about 10 people. During

th* masking everyone was busy until about 6:00 pm when the first break

was taken. However, 3 people applied stripper which tnok about 20 minutes

'.' :~: - end everyone was idle for about 40 minutes while the stripper was working,
This time could have been used to assign idle rrew members to spot

stripping on the fuselage or working on the right wing.

It is recommnended that Warner Robins try to strip three or

four planes using the alternate work assignment approach in which stripping'0I

personnel are assigned to another tusk temporarily when they cannot

work in their primar.y assignment location. After that period, an evalua-

tion can be nmade of increas' d efficiency obtaired. Because available

alternate work will vary substantially as the stripping process proceeds

this approach will require close supervision by shift foL-emen. It will

also require additional worker initiative because workers will have to

recognize when slack times are imminent and when their primary respunsi-

- bility area of the plane is ready to be worked againi,, In actupl practice,

-- this "extra responsibility" is part of the present job descriptions. Ifh increased demands are placed on the workers it may be necessary to upgrade

them to a higher pay level. Boeing and United.botb use.upgraded or higher-.

"• _paid people in their stripping operation and report that results have been

very good.
Stri~ppgr Materials. Advantage should be taken of use of the

most efficient stripper for each aircraft to be stripped. At some con-

4 venient time before the actual stripping begins several approved strippers

(selected from prior testing and performance experienne) should be spot

tested on the aircraft. Both the reports received from the field, and

the laboratory evaluation of strippers at BCL indicate that considerabl.I

"variation in performance of strippers can be expected, depending upon.

"particular coating to be removed and other extraneous conditions. Thus,

it is highly desirable to match the most efficient stripper to each par-

ticular job.

N
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Waste Disposal. It is recoinetided that Warner Robins investigate

other methods of waste dispoal thn through the base sewage treatment

plant. Disposal by landfill or through a reclamation company may provide

greater flexibility as to which type of stripper can be used.

SIf an alternate disposal method is selected it is recommended

that a sump be built into the trench beneath the fuselage so bulk

collection is possible. Picking stripper up and putting it in barrels

"as is done at several commercial stripping facilities is not recotmmended,

• .• ,..
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PL.AN FOR IW'ROVING EFFICIENCY,
OF DEPAINTING AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT

Introduction

This plan for improving efficiency of stripping coatings from

Air Force aircraft was prepared following a study of methods used by

other air bases, commercial airlines, and contract strippers. The

objective of the study was to identify proven methods of stripping air-

craft coatings which are superior to methods used by the Air Force, and

which could be adopted by the Air Force to increase efficiency.

This study has shown that methods used by the various air bases

are basically the same as those used in the airline industry and at Naval

facilities. Differences that exist are of a minor nature and none can be

categorically adopted by the Air Force to advantage. 'These differences

7 may be summarized briefly as follows.

Equipment and facilities differ from place to place. Equipment

differences include scaffolding, "cherry pickers", power ladders, stacker

cranes, and other devices to promote easy access to work surfaces by the

labor force. None of these assists provide obvious advantages over the

stabilized work platforms used by Warner Robins. Nevertheless, this plan

suggests changes in Warner Robins' work platforms that may improve

' •efficiency.

Differences in operational techniques include slight differences

in stripper application, amount of agitation of strippers, dwell time

before the first cost of stripper is removed, the way in which wash water

is used, etc. No one procedure can be identified as being clearly

superior to the others. Basically, the operational procedures used

are largely a matter of individual preferences, and have evolved through

use under localized conditions.

The same stripper materials are available to all civilian

stripper installations but there to some restriction placed on the Air

Force by T.O. 1-1-8. There are differences of opinion regarding the

relative effectiveness of various strippers, but it is generally concluded
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that the relative order of strength is (1) acid type, (2) phenolic type,

and (3) non..phenolic type. Acid type is ruled out by the Air Force

because it promotes stress corrosion cracking of high strength steel.

However, it might be used advantageously but with care in some localized

trouble spots. There can also be advantages in using the best phenolic

"strippers in place of non-phenolic types where arrangements for proper

disposal of used stripper can be made.

= There are variations in employment of the labor force from

"- place to place. These variations include using the same workers to strip

and repaint aircraft (with upgraded job classification for stripping), and

the extreme of paying by the job and working around the clock until the

job is done. Adoption of these method: (employed elsewhere) are of doubt-

ful value to the Air Force. Nevertheless, some potential for more effective

~~ use of labor force has been identified~ and incorporated into the plan.
4q

Paint stripping techniques that are clearly superior to the

methods used at Warner Robins were not observed at other airplane stripping

"install.ations. Had much methods been identified, the proven savings would

have been compared with the estimated cost of making the change, and the

,,, payoff calculated. Because proven superior methods have not been identified,

this plan is based on changes which have been identified as offering a

potential for increasing efficiency at Robins Air Force Base, but which

• have.-not. been proven in use. Payoff is based strictly on rough estimates,

and not on proven experience, Additional study is mandatory before making
S• decisions regardilng any substantial investments to incorporate the plan.

Consideration must be given to worker motivation since changes suggested

are designed to increase worker output.

c~'i Recommendat ions for ImprovinR
Warner Robins' Airplane Depainting Operation

Recommendations for improving the Warner Robins' aircraft de-

"painting operation are described below. Economics and convenience for

workers were considered to be very important in selecting improvementm

that are recommended. However, the main objective is to speed up the

1~V
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stripping operation so more planes can be run through the facility. When
' calculating estimated cost savings that may be realized by implementing

proposed facility and operational changes, it was assumed that 60 planes

per year would be run through the stripping facility and that labor cost

is $12.10 per hour (a 10 percent increase over Warner Robins' reported

a.' FY77 labor costs).

It will become apparent in the following paragraphs that a

substantial increase in operational efficiency can be obtained by merely

modifying the way in which nersonnel are utilized on the plane. Other

recommended modifications to equipment, facilities, and operational

techniques will also have some effect on stripping efficiency but not

nearly as much as the change in personnel utilization. Estimates of

implemention cost and msn..hour savings are estimrated for each of the

proposed changes to Warner Robins' stripping operation. It should be

S •noted that the predicted man-hour savings were obtained through neces-
sarily subjective estimates and that actual savingsa'hay vary substantially

from the predicted vulues. In addition, the cost estimates for implementing

the suggested changes are rough ordere of magnitude only and are not

based on an extensive conceptual design of hardware modifications or

additions necessary for implementation.

Personnel Utilization

m .•-.The Warner Robins airplane stripping procedure uses a sharply

defined area responsibility approach to get the plane stripped. Each of

the three shifts has its area of the plane to work on (i.e., left wing,
fuselage, and right wing) and personnel on the individual shifts have

their assigned areas to work. This approach has an advantage in that
K. "I. each person knows exactly what his job is and he becomes familiar Uith

his area on the plane. However, a substantial number of man-hours were

lost on the C141 stripping operation observed at Warner Robins because

%low the personnel did not perform other tasks while the stripper was working

on the aircraft. An additional smaller amount of time can be lost during

the stripper application and brushing process because of interferences

between personnel.
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By rearranging personnel work assignments Warner Robins should

be able to increase the throughput of their stripping facility. Figure

23 shows how 16-day shift personnel are assigned to the aircraft. Figure

24 shows a rough flow chart of the work assignments carried out by the day

shift on the plane that was observed being stripped at Warner Robins. It

should be emphasized that the times stated for tasks being completed are

only approximate because the average task startup and completion times

for all 16 people were estimated. The purpose of the work flow chart is

to show a trend and is not a summary of exact elapsed times required for

"specific tasks, It can be seen that there are approximately 1.6 hours

spent waiting for stripper to work on the paint. This translates to 26

man-hours for a 16-man crew. There was other idle time lost during the

afternoon period that does not show up on the work flow chart because

some men finished their tasks before others. This time could have

effectively been used to mask or strip the left wing or right wing.

"Figure 23 shows potential alternate assignment areas that cortld be used

to fill the day shift's slack time.

Because of cold weather conditions 17 people were used on the

swing shift. A normal shift was reported to be about 10 people. During

the masking process everyone was busy until about 6:00 pm when the first

break was taken. However, 3 people applied stripper which took about 20

minutes and everyone was idle for about 40 minutes while the stripper was

working. This time could have been used to assign idle crew members to
"do spot stripping on the fuselage or work on the right wing.

It is recommended that Warner Robins try to strip three o: lour

"planes using the alternate work a"•ignment approach in which stripping

personnel are assigned to another task temporarily when they cannot work

at their primary assignment location. After that period, an evaluation

can be made to determine increased efficiency realized. Because available

alternate work will vary substantially as the stripping process proceeds
r' this approach will require close supervision by shift foremen so effective

alternate assignments can be made.
- •Assuming that a day shift crew size of 16 people and night shift

crew size of 10 people are normal, it is estimated that approximately 90

man-hours per plane or $65,000 per year can be saved if the crews are

1%
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7 15
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Man Primary Work Area 0 Alternate Work Area 'K

1, 9 Nose Engine Pod & Pylon

2, 10 Lower Forward Fuselage Engine Pod 6 Pylon

3, 4, 11, 12 Upper Fuselage Over Wing

5, 13 Lower Underwing Fuselage Under Wing

"6, 14 Lower Rear Fuselage Under Wing

7, 8, 15, 16 Tail Under Wing

FIGURE 23. DAY SHIFT WORK AREAS
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SFIGURE 24. DAY SHIFT WORY FLOTJ CHART
-I (16 people)

., *wI'

Fuselage Masking Begins 7:45 am

"Fuselage Masking Covmplte 9:30 am

Btreak 9:40 as

First Cost of Stripper being Applied 10:00 am

"First Coat of Stripper Application Completed 10-45 am

'Waiting for Stripper to Work 10:45-11:45 am

l lunch' 11:45 am - 12:30 pm

Begin Brushing First Coat of Stripper 12:30 pm

First Coat Stripper Completely Removed 1:10 pm
eXcept tail (fuselage was washed,
and tail squeegeed)

"Second Coat of Stripper on Plane 2:00 pm

Waiting for Stripper to Work 2:00-2:40 pm

* Break 2:40 pm

Second coat of Stripper Being Brushed and 3:00 pm
Removed

Area Cleanup Completed 3:40 pm

Shift Change

* ' ":*,- 1!
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assigned to alternate work locations on other areas of the plane when

stripper is working or during other slack times. This is of course

theoretical and is highly dependent on worker acceptance of the proposed

alternate work plan.

E.cI.•_ment and Facilities

'.i

SStgblized Work Platforms. Redesign the stabilized work plat-

"forms so they are approximately 8 feet x 16 feet with the long side being

7 parallel to the fuselage of the plane. A suggested configuration for the

redesigned stabilized work platform is shown in Figure 25. In order to

"provide extra versatility, the platforme should be made long enough so

the occupants can reach all surfaces on the tail under the horizontal j
%I stabilizer (Figure 26). The entire tail section can then be stripped

•* by workers on the work platforms if the tail staging should happen to

break down. Increasing the platform length may serio•usly affect the

"balance of the stabilized platform and should be analyzed thoroughly

before a final decision is made.

Two workers occupy the stabilized work platforms in the present

"* stripping operation at Warner Robins. One of the men spends a major

portion of his time driving the platform while the second man works the

plane's painted surface. This results in a substantial number of man-hours

being lost due to the driver being inactive. In order to eliminate most
of the lost man-hours, it is recommended that the controls be on the inboard

side (on the side next to the plane) of the platform so either worker can

, ~ control basket movement without moving from his work station. The type

of controls recommended are a push-button type that are push/on, release/

, off. Depressing the buttons, hal way could energize a slow movement mode.

The contrnls shuuld be waterproof,

"In the present operation, one platform occupant holds onto a
stripper or water rinse hose and sprays the plane's surface while the

•' other occupant drives the platform. The hose man has to support the hose

weight as the platform moves through the air. It is recommended that

stripper and water hoses be connected through quick disconnects to a

SCA 1-
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manifold block mounted on the platforms to eliminate the inconvenience

of the worker having to support the hose hanging to the floor. Swivel

SJoints and strain reliefs should be installed at the hose/manifold

connection point, Short lead lines should tee off the manifold to each

worker to provide both of them with stripper and wash water services.

It is estimated that reshaping the platforms, moving the controls

to the inboard side, and installation of the water and stripper lines can

increase one platform's occupant efficiency as shown belowi

JI•k •Man-Hours Saved per Plano

Moak 0.25

Stripper Application 1.75

Stripper Agitation 0.75

Stripper Removal a or50
SDemasking 9

! Total Savings 3.35f Man=-Hours

The modifications are expected to save approximately $2,400 per year
"'>'' ~per platform.

The estimated cost of implementing the recommended modifications
is expected to be about $6,000 ,pr platform giving a projected payout of
2.5 years. Not reflected in the cost is the increased versatility gained

by making the platforms longer so all tail surfaces can be reached.

Tailstsiing. The present tailstsging is good because it covers

the entire tail and provides worker mobility. However, as with the
plmtforms, the catwalk requires an operator much of the time while the

S 4 second occupant works the plane's surface. It is recommended that the

following modifications be made on the tailstaging to make them more
S' •,•efficient.

S .t1. Increase the catwalk width to approximately 5 feet to

provide more working room and increase safety. The
"~~ "" •width increase is expected to result in an increase in,.14, .*.:,,

".'*,"A• catwalk weight. The effect of the additional weight on
L=,'

i" """ '.
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the operational characteristl,.cs of the tailstaging structure

should be analyzed in detail.

2. Investigate the possibility of moving the catwalk vertical

movement controls about half way out on the catwalk so

either worker can operate the controls without moving from

his work stati.on. It has been reported that the present

controls are located at the pivot end of the catwalk to
'i. minimize the possibility of the catwalk being moved while

a worker is entering or leaving catwalk. This safety

question should be carefully evaluated in detail before

controls are moved.

3. Install stripper and water manifold blocks for attaching

stripper and water feed lines or, the catwalk so the worker

does not have to support the hose weight 1(

4. Route short hoses from the manifold b].ock to each worker

so they can both apply stripper and rinse the nlane.'I

It is estimated that the above tailstaging modifications will

result In the following man-hour savings for two tailstaging workers on

one catwalk.

Task Man-Hours Saved per Plane
WMasking 0.50

_.. 4 Stripper Application 1.00

Stripper Agitation 0.50

Stripper Removal 0.50

Demasking 0.10

"Total Savings 2.60 Man-Hours

Therefore, whe tsil3taging catwalk modificstions are expected to save

approximntely $1,900 per year per catwalk.

The estimated cost of implementing the recommended changes to

the tailstaging is appro.4imately $8,000 per catwalk giving a projected

4--"' payout of 4.2 years.
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* Mobile Power Scaffoldin,2. Mobile scaffolding IE presently being

used at Warner Robins to provide floor workers access to the plane's

surfaces that are approximately 8 to 15 feet off the floor. The present . e

scaffolding is rised by means of a hydraulic hand-operated pump, and

is moved about by manpower. Both uperations are time-consuming. Use of

electric-powered mobile scaffolding would allow a worker to adjust stand

height while he is stationed on the work platform. In addition, some

models of powered scaffolding are capable of being moved or driven while

the operator is on the work platform.

Substituting four powered mobile scaffolds that can be raised,

lowered, and driven by a work platform occupant is expected to save

about 6 man-hours per plane for a yearly cost savings of approximately

$4,356. The estimated cost of purchasing four power scaffolds is

approximately $30,000 giving a payout of 6.89 years.

expected to improve visibility under the wings. Lights are recommended d"r

as a convenience to night crews working under the wings and are expected

to result in a better assessment of the stripper coat thickness, the
stripper progress toward removing a coat of paint, and stripper removal,

I during brushing and rinsing. Explosion and waterproof lights should be

"installed along the edges of the under wing staging deck and should have
S~~splash shields to protect them from stripper and water. Estimated spacinS ..

of about 10 feet is desirable and approximately 14 lamps would be required.
stripperIt in estimated that the main sevings will be gained during the

stripper agitation and removal process resulting in a savings of approximately

3-4 man-hours per plane or $2,500 per year. The estimated cost of
S• . installing improved lighting is approximately $14,000 resulting in an

expected payout of 5.60 years.

Work Trench Beneath Fuselage. Presently, men working the belly

.. of the plane are forced to work from creepers because of the small clearance

between the C141 and the floor. This is an extremely difficult work loca-

tion. Paint removal on the belly is further complicated because it is a

"=• "~'-
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"field maintenance area where paints may be applied in the field that

are very difficult to strip.
-:.
. A trench under the fuselage is expected to substantially

* improve work conditions for stripping the belly of a C141 aircraft and

should result in an improved job in that area. A trench about 6 feet

deep and 5 feet wide is recommended. The location of the trench is

illustrated in Figure 27. A spring-loaded stop is recommended for the

nose wheel bearing point at the forward end of the trench. A false

q floor of grating should be installed for the workers to stand on. The

trench qhould be sloped so stripper and paint chips drain to one end.

Irtstallation of a sump at one end is recommended in came stripper and

Npaint waste storage should become a desirable capability in the future.

A flush line or nozzle should also be installed at floor level at the

high end of the pit so high volume water flow can be used to flush the

_* pit floor clean at the end of each day. Installationoof removable

"grating is also recommended at the main floor level so the belly of a

high ground clearance plane can be stripped from the main floor.

It is expected that stripper fumes may be a serious problem in

the trench and that a trench ventilation system may be required to control

buildup of fumes. In addition, it may be necessary for trench workers

to wear respirators.

It is estimated that approximately 4 man-hours per plane or

$3,000 per year can be saved by installing the trench. In addition

better or more complete paint removal :a expected because of the improved

-"orking position.

The estimated cost for installini a trench is approximately

$70,000 which results in a projected payout of 23.3 years.

Oreretional Techniques S

"Stripper Selection. The best stripper for each aircraft to be

stripped should be selected by spot testing at some convenient time before

the actual stripping is to commence. Those strippers to be examined should

be ones proven from prior testing and actual experience. Matching the

U ......................
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stripping material to the jib at hand can do much to increase the efficiency

of paint removal.
'.c was reported that 16 barrels of phenolic stripper were used

on the plane observed being stripped at Warner Robins and that 30 barrels

is the normal volume when non-phenolic stripper is used. Although

phenolic strippers are not necessarily all better than non-phenolic

., strippers, this experience illustrates that substantial material savings /

can occur If the best stripper is selected to strip a plane. i '
Assuming that 5 barrels of stripper can be saved per plane by

preliminary spot testing and that stripper costs $3 per gallon, a yearly ,

"savings of $50,000 can be realized. It is expected that the spot testing

could easily be accomplished within 4 man-hours per plane or a cost of

$3,000 per year. , :

The above cost considerations do not account for variable

disposal costs for different types of strippers and do not include

potential cost savings that may be realized because oflincreased stripping

efficiency. Ds ah

Waste Disposal. It is recomnended that Warner Robins investigate

other methods of waste disposal than through the base sewage treatment

plant. Disposal by landfill or through a reclamation company may provide

greater flexibility as to which type of stripper can be used,
Pe If an alternate disposal method is selected it is recormmended
2 'that a sump be built into the trench beneath the fuselage so bulk collection

is possible. Picking stripper up and putting it in barrels as is done at

several commercial stripping facilities is not reconmended.
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APPENDIX A

v ~ INFORMATION GATHERED BY VISITS
Xi AND TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS

WITH AIR BASE PERSONNEL

Paint Removal at McClelland
A.L.C., Sacramento, California

The discussion of paint stripping was held in Lee Morse's office

and he was kind enough to bring in the chemists, the base waste treatment

operator, and the industrial engineer to answer our questions. The process

and material descriptions which they operate to are being revised but they

said they had a copy close enough to their current operation which they could

send to us.

The following types of aircraft are stripped ijd repainted at

McClelland:

(1) F-106

(2) F-lO5 (occasionally)

(3) Helicopters.

In addition, future plans include stripping and repainting F-111's.

These plans call for the use of mechanical stripping methods but this tuay

change.

Paints being stripped are polyurethans MIL-C-83285 over epoxy-

* polyamide primer MIL-P-23377. Paints supplied from different manufacturers

to meet the above specifications vary considerably in their ease of stripping.

Strippers used are Turco 5873 and Eldorado PR-3400 (methylene

chloride with no phenolic). Eldorado PR-3400 is causing problems in the in-

dustrial waste disposal systems. Occasionally Turco 5351 (methylene chloride

with pehnolic) is used for hard-to-strip aircraft.

All areas which might be damaged by the stripping chemical are

masked with 3M aluminum tape. The aircraft is not washed before stripping,

Ji C .I
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The stripper is sprayed on and left until it starts to work (approxi-

mately 1/2 hour). The stripper may or may not be brushed depending upon cir-

cumstances. Sometimes polypropylene bristle brushes are used. At other times

they simply squeegee the aircraft. About 200 gallons of stripper is used on

the average. Some workers may use aluminum wool. The craft is cleaned down

to bare metal.

Finally, the craft is sprayed with warm water (about 110 F) using

110-120-lb pressure. A solvent is used to wash out the wheel wells.

One hundred fifty-six man-hours are allotted for mask/strip/unmask/
alkaline wash. McClelland is about 95i efficient in meeting this allotment.

Comparison of times with requirements of other bases is difficult because

the 156 hours does not include the preparation of the surface for painting.

There is nothing unusual in the process we observed. McClelland

has one wash rack which is in the same hangar in which the F-ill aircraft

fuel tanks are cleaned. There was an aircraft in the hangar which had been

* ~ stripped, it looked very good and the hangar had been cleaned up completely.

Some controllcd surfaces which were still in process of being stripped gave

us an idea of the appearance of the stripper and the process, This operation

is, of course, messy looking and apparently causes some people to feel that it

is inefficient or difficult because of the mess, yet they seem to have each of

the operations well under control, and the stripping seems to be quite effective.

The plant disposal system can handle up to three barrels per day of

phenol. It is a batched treatment plant and is being very closely monitored

by the local EPA. The operator of the treatment plant is a very practical

chemist and pointed out that phenols are not nearly the problem some people

think. He points out that the phenol which may constitute 30 percent of the

material as it does on the airplane, oxidizes and is neutralized as it com-

bines with the paint. He feels that as the material is worked and then rinsed

with water it is reduced to about 5 percent of the waste coming from the wash

rack. He does not consider this very much of a problem. He is concerned

with other material; for example, the kind of problem caused when they changed

*I ' stripper without notifying him. As a result he sometimes gets strange

pollutants in the water that he did nct understand. During this meeting

he was able to communicate with the group assembled and find out what was

S going on. The meeting was an occasion for much internal comunication re-

garding the material changes and the effect on the waste treatment plant.

S::' i * . *" : " i * " . . .- i', .. . .
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The operator of the waste treatment plant did caution us not to write

, 3 a rigid procedure for stripping aircraft into our final report. He pointed

out that each base has slightly different requirements regarding aircraft
"paints and waste treatment and therefore, they require flexibility. We assured

them it was not cur intention to do anything like that and pointed out that

our work statement tasks us to look for improvement in the operation where

we might find them.

[ ..• In general, the methods used at McClelland are similar to those

used at Warner Robins except on a smaller scale. Because the aircrafts are

so much smaller, McClelland does not use the mechanical assists used at
-. , Warner Robins to bring workers into working proximity of the aircraft.

Col. Wolverton in a separate interview mentioned a problem regarding
specification materials. He says the Air Force has a problem because of the

broad range of paints and strippers which meet the spec" but for which per-

formance cannot be predicted. The paint does not adhere well on some aircraft
but in other situations the airplanes are difficult to strip with the

4P available materials because of difference in the paints.' This is the major

prcblem because each aircraft has to be handled slightly different according
i 00to the judgement of the foreman. Therefore, hard and fast standards cannot

be set for the operation.

S. .. . i ... . .. i '-. : .
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"Paint Removal at North Island
Naval Air Station, San Diego, California

The aircraft stripped and repainted at North Island are F-4, E-2,

C-2, and H-46 (Helicopter). Paints stripped are polyurethane (MIL-C-81733) over

epoxy primer (MIL-P-23377).

The following stripping compoundn are used. MIL-R-81294, a neutral,

methylene chloride-phenol stripper and MIL-R-81903, an acidic methylene chloride

phenol stripper. The acid is hydroxyacetic. We were also told about a new

product, Turco 6017, which is a nonphenol acidic stripper. It is claimed

to work faster than the other strippers.

The airplane is coated with the stripper which is rubbed around with

wire bristle brushes (type used by platers). They are allowed aluminum, brass,

" or stainless steel brushes. The stripper is allowed to remain on the airplane

for some time until it has worked. The areas which do not appear to be stripping

are rubbed with the brush to break through the paint and get the stripper in

contact with the fresh surface.

The Navy has special problems with stripping because theii' aircraft

may at times be recoated as many, as 8 times prior to stripping. Another problem

Is that the stripper sometimes works too fast on the topcoat and leaves the

primer behind. They the~n have to go back and remove the primer. The airplane

is stripped to the bare metal.

North Island has 12 cells (so called) which are large hangars

dedicated to paint stripping 100 percent of the time. There are other cells

for painting the airplane in which the temperature can be raised to 125 degrees.

., " ¶he stripping rooms (or hangars) had hose reels on the walls that supplied

the stripper from outside storage tanks to the stripping area. Some hoses

were used to supply water and steam. In one area where an airplane was being

stripped there was a large tangle of hoses on the floor. However, North Island

had planned an excellent setup. Some of it was a little over exotic, ard a
4L!

change had to be made from electric solenoid valves to hand operated valves on

the hose reels. Other than that it seemed to work fine.

6. 1 :.
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' -Water-entrained steam is used to remove the paint stripper from the

i airplane. Squeegees are not used, When the airplane has been stripped

satisfactorily and reworked a couple of times, the residue is blasted off with

"the steam-entrained hot water and rinsed. The airplane is then ready for an
N.

alodine treatment, following a wash treatment with some alkaline cleaner. At

"North Island it takes 5-8 people on two shifts, four daY9 to mask, strip,

.M and prime an E2A or B plane.

One of the most important bits of information provided concerns the

* use of ice or dry ice to blast paint from aircraft. Mr. Pichon said that he

had tried this many years ago (he's been in the business for 28 years) and

that it was an unqualified disaster.* It doesn't workl He discussed the objec-

tion regarding the amount of time that would be required to blast an airplane

clean when one can only clean a spot an inch to an inch and a half in diameter

at a time. The other important point is that the surface of the airplane can

be damaged.

, .A vacuum blaster for blasting with walnut shells and apricot pits

has also been tried in the past. Walnut shells are not'is good as apricot

pits. Presently, abrasive blasting is used on landing gears and solid parts

of the aircraft where a dry stripper method is wanted because of the various

seals and varying surfaces that have to be contended with.

North Island has also tried using ice; Turco did this some years

ago for them. Dichromate has been added to the water to lower the freezing

point. This was used to blast point off of an F-4 tail. The paint was removed

but the honeycomb structure underneath the skin showed through the skin. It
is obvious that the force required to beat the paint off the surface was also

,~/,

enough to beat the metal into whatever was underneath it. The same thing was

tried on a helicoptor rotor blade where the skin is cven thinner. However, it

beat the skin down between the ribs forming depressions along the blade length.

North Island has also tried stripping radomes with particles of

4", apricot pits, which worked fine an long as they could very carefully direct

the abrasive blast tangential to the surface. If the gun was pointed at the

• 'surface at any large angle up to 90 degrees, a hole would be blasted in the

skin of the radomes. Blasting wan just too critical for use in the shop.

14•,
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* Paint Removal at Alameda
Naval Air Station

Alemeda Naval Air Rework Facility strips and repaints the following

aircraft: A-4, A-6, A-7, P-3, S-3, and some C-118, C-130, and other miscellaneous

aircraft.

The paints on these aircraft are polyurethane topcoat (MIL-C-81773)

over epoxy primer (MIL-P-23377). The strippers used are MIL-R-81294 and

MIL-R-81903. Alemeda personnel are not hesitant to use phenolic-containing

strippers because the waste from Alemeda is sent to landfills in drums. How-

ever, there was great concern about future disposal at landfills.

The facility was found not to be unusual. There were large hangars

in which aircraft were being stripped but the materials and procedures were

similar to that found in San Diego Naval Air Station.

The operation appears reasonable despite Mildred Patterson's con-

cern about worker motivation. In truth, the operation seemed quite effective.

We observed a P-3, which was a Lockheed Electra, with stripper in action.

The material falls to the floor and appears messy but actually is quite effec-

tive. The workers were not in evidence at the moment because the stripper had

-, been spread on the airplane and was in the process of working. We found

nothing new or unusual in their process. They did have the same complaint,

however, about material as we heard at McClelland AFB.

Mrs. Patterson has traveled to Europe and visited operations where

aircraft were being stripped. Her current assignment is on plating operations

but because she was in charge of aircraft stripping operations for many years,

she has a lively interest in it. She extols the approaches that she found in

q,• Germany in Lufthanza and in England at BOAC and also at KLM in Holland. She

"rated them quite highly and gave us the impression that they had some special

approach that was different than what we do in this country. In fact, she

felt that the Europeans were way ahead of most of the U.S. bases and airlines

in paint stripping. The differences are in equipment to bring the workers

into close proximity with the painted surfaces of the aircraft. They have

extensive work stand setups to make it easy for many workers to work on the

aircraft at once and they are conservative of material, including water.

"Nevertheless, the materials and the procedures are similar to those used in the 9
U.S. The water, however, is collected and separated and reused as much as

Op•
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possible. After the discussions, we concluded that there were no unusual

approaches used in Europe which are not being used in some of the better U.S.4i•• installations other than their housekeeping, which would follow from the

conservative use of materials in Europe.

Subsequently, we found that United was probably equal or superior

to the Europeans in providing ways f or the workers to easily reach the painted

surfaces of aircraft. In fact, the Europeanxs had gotten many of their ideas

from United according to personnel interviewed there.

"I..2'ism4 ,
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Paint Removal at Naval Air
Station, Jacksonville, F.orida

The Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, Florida, is one of nine rehab

centers. Aero personnel (Lake City, Florida) consider NAS to be one of the

most advanced stripping operations in the country. The stripping and painting
-w• of aircraft is under the direction of Mr. L. J. Barilla, rroduction Superin-

tendent. The NAS main work load is with the A-7 and P-3, but considerable
work is also done with other craft such as the RA3C and S-2. Most repainting

jobs cover 100% of the aircraft, although occasional limited jobs are also

specified.

The most outstanding feature of the NAS operation is a new (4 years

ý'N old) building containing four huge bays used for progressive stages of depainting,

The entire building is equipped with sophisticated air pollution abatement

equipment. Each of the four bays can be closed off with sliding aluminum doors
and some can be subdivided for alodizing two planes at the same time. Thm

bays are used for: Bay (1), masking; Bay (2), stripping,1 Bay (3), blasting as

required (for example, 270-mesh glass bead-blasting to remove corrosion along

seams); and Bay (4), alodizing, All strippers are bulk stored in outside,

5000-gallon tanks which are insulated and steam-jacketed. Chemicals are pumped

underground from the tanks to the center of Bay 2 where hoses are connected to

airless spray units. The present stripper was purchased from Turco. No

staging or uverhead guy wires are used because workers have access to all

parts of the plane from power ladders. NAS has its own sewage treatment plant

and waste is washed into a common floor drain, solids removed with a skimmer,

and the remainder is processed as sewage. Occasional high phenol content is

the only problem.

reurdNAS Jacksonville personnel estimate that about 400 man-hours are

.required to mask, strip, clean, and alodize a P-3 plane at their facility.

Oil
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Paint Removal At
Kelly Air Force Base, Texas

Kelly AFB has special problems in aircraft stripping because of the

"size of the C-5. Only small area reconditioning on the C-5 is done now, but

all 77 planes will be completely reconditioned in the next few years. Maintenance

staging for the C-5 is elaborate, covers the entire plane, and is three tiers

high along the body. The only limitation is access to the top of the fuselage

which is now obtained with a lifeline harness for workers.

Jim Welch explained that a phenol-type stripper will be required for

the C-5, probably because a polysulfide primer is specified. This doesn't

present a problem for base disposal because the city of San Antonio is equipped to

handle phenol.

Several features are unique to the Kelly operation. Prior to masking

with aluminum foil, all surfaces to be taped are cleaned thoroughly with MEK.

S", This insures a good bond and no masking ever releases during the stripping/

cleaning operations.

When the stripper to to be removed, high pressure/high flow water is

used in preference to "squeegee and wash". Water is applied through a beam gun

at 200 psi at a flow rate of 7 to 8 gal/min. This undercuts the paint and assists

" in removal. Kelly personnel feel that this is highly efficient and are pleased

with this innovation.

In preference to industrial "solvent cleaners" commonly used as the

last stripping step, Kelly uses MEK and Scotch Brite pads. They are more than

satisfied with the thoroughness of this final step.

There are only estimates as to material and man,power requirements for

stripping the C-5. Jim Welch is planning on at least 1,200 gallons of stripper
and about 12,000 man-hours to completely strip and repaint. More than half of

"the 12,000 hours will be alloted to stripping.

This facilicy was constructed in 1972. It is equipped for 95 percent

climate conditioning (the remaining 5 percent is of geniune concern to the paint-

. ing operation). The facility has an excellent air flow system based on an air

filter wall in front of a water cascade. Kelly personnel feel. that the designers

should have opted for either water or air instead of the hybrid system installed.

As presently used, the efficiency of e system ig considerably reduced if the

air filters are not changed frequently.

* . .. . .
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Aircraft Paint Removal at
Warner Robins Air Force Base

A visit was made to Warner Robins AFB, Warner Robins, Georgia, on

October 17-18, 1977, by L. J. Nowacki, H. C. Abrama, and R. 3. Dick to obtain

a briefing on current depainting procedures for aircraft and radomes.

Mr. Harold Scott, Productivity Enhancement Office, served a liaison with base
"•' personnel.

fol.n:Key base personnel interviewed during this visit included the

(1) Col. S. B. Barrett, MAW, Resources Management
Division Chief, and PRAM Board Member

.0 . (2) Major Ron Jannsen, PRAM Alternate Board Member

(3) Fred Gordon, MABEE, Section Chief

(4) Reggie Farmer, Surface Preparation aud Paint Pro-
cedure TO responsible for Air Force (912-926-6194)

(5) Carl Craft, MABEE Technical Monitor, Industrial
Engineering MABEE (aircraft corrosion control)
(926-5929)

S.(6) Dewey Meadows, Industrial Engineer (Aircraft Paint
Stripping)

(7) Ulo Vilms, PRAM Office

(8) Gene Ezell, Polymer Laboratory

(9) Bill Shepard, Production Branch Chief (radome repair)

(10) Ed Glore, Deputy Branch Chief (radome repair)

(11) M. D. Jones, Foreman (radome repair).

From discussions with these key base personnel it was learned that

Warner Robins has paint/depaint responsibility for the Air Force, prepares

material Tech Orders in conjunction with Wright-Patterson AFB, and performs a

substantial portion of the total Air Force paint/depaint operation at Warner

Robins. They recognize the need for a simple depaint operation because low

labor rates restrict the labor pool to poorly skilled personnel. In general,

it would be desirable to relax the chemic;,l depaint requirements and substitute

more mechanical procedures. This is desirable because EPA and OSHA requirements

may become even stricter in the future.

.4
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The ultimate goal of the aircraft paint/depaint program is corrosion

"J• control, but repainting is implemented long before corrosion is apparent. In

practice, paint/depaint is performed when 60 percent of the aircraft's coating

is deteriorating by chalking, peeling (about every 4,-6 years depening on

service). The old acrylic paint may last for 2 years while the newer urethanes

_smy hay" an acceptable service life of up to 6 years.

"4 " The recommended depaint procedure is

s..-, .. (1) Wash to remove oil, grease, surface contamination

(2) Allow to dry

(3) Mask with aluminum tape (3M-425) and remove small
components for individual stripping operations.

(4) Apply stripper by spray (flowed en rather than

"? *', .," atomized) and hold for 30 minutes

4"'.'•., (5) Scrub with stiff, fiber-bristle brush

' (6) Apply second coat of stripper and hold for 15-20
minutes

(7) Agitate with biush
,OP

-"..• ."~(8) Squeegee all loose coating

4<.". (9) If not clean to bare metal, repeat strippirg agitation,
and squeegee (steps 6-8)

(10) Hose down with water (120-140 F and 80-90 psi)

-€ -- (11) Wash with MIL-C-25769 alkaline cleaner

"La (12) Apply corrosion treatment (for etch) MIL-C-38334
(Phosphuric acid, alcohol/wator) and'hold for 5-10
minutes

-- (13) Scrub with brush and rinse with much water (140 F)

, (14) Apply Alodine 1200 brightener (MIL-C-5!41) while metal
is still wet

( ) . •.•"';:'(15) To paint shop,

V.40 '-.
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The stripping operation is performed on the C130, C141, and F-15 by

three crews totaling 68 men (35 day, 20 swing, and 13 night). A C141 is

completely washed and made ready for depainting in one 8-hour shift by a crew

of 20 men.

,.. Several strippers are available:

(1) Turco 85-73 (aumoniated)

(2) Eldorado PR-3400 (methylene chloride with 5 percent
,-., ammonium hydroxide)

(3) Inland Chemical AP 599 (same as PR-3400 but with
perchlorethylene and methanol, etc)

1 (4) Intex 8562 - methylene chloride plus about 14
percent phenol ("hottest" of four compounds).

A recent tech order had recently been issued to prohibit the use of

aluminum ,Yool except on center wing area. The stripping crew foreman claimed

", that this adds an extra day to the stripping operation. An acceptable replacement

is needed. Also needed are scrappers which will hola'an edge, particularly in

removing decals. Paint is difficult to remove on the underside of wings and

horizontal stabilizers and nct easily accessible in wheel wells. Mechanical

brushes are available but have not been well received by the work crews.

Rtucker Company (west coast) attempted to introduce a complete

"mechanized, computerized corrosion control package several years ago but it

apparently was not accepted by the industry.

Several repaint facilities were identified as good contacts for site

M * visits on the presrnt program. Thase facilities are

(1) Hayes International, Birmingham, Alabama, which strips
...- and repaints KC135 and C130 aircraft for Tinker AFS

(Contacti Milton Beasley, Paint Foreman)

' (2) Aero Corporation, Lake City, Florida, which has C130
, and Navy contracts (Contact: Henry May, Defense

Contract Administration Service, DECAS)

"(3) U.S. Navy Rework Station, Alemeda, California (Contact:
Mildred Patterson)

L •
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"" (4) McClelland AFB, Sacramento, California, which reworks
Fill, F102, and F106 for Kelly AFB

(5) Lockheed; Marietta, Georgia.

"7.' , These facilities must be considered competitors with Warner Robins since paint/

depaint contracts are let on a competitive basis.

"Two major innovations have been introduced to the C130 and C141

m .C stripping operation at Warner Robins over the past several years. These are

(1i) stabilized platform cranes which provide working area access to all elevated

V .. parts of the aircraft, and (2) common wing staging which permits access to the

underwing areas of C141 and C130 without modification of staging. Carl

Craft, who was responsible for both of these innovations, reported a total

reduction in work time of 25-30% resulting from their implementation.
The Battelle personnel would like to establish a man-hour and cost

"baseline for aircraft paint stripping at Warner Robins to compare with any cost

and man-hour figures that are obtainable from other bases and commercial

PIN companies. It was agreed that Harold Scott would obtain whatever information

is available on alloted times and costs for stripping the C130, C141, and

F15 aircraft, as well as man-hours actually used in 1977 for aircraft

Sstripping and number of each kind of aircrAft actually stripped.

4. Paint Removal, Aircraft at Tinker
* ._ Air Force Base, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

"Mr. Warren Gardner gave the briefing on aircraft paint removal at

Tinker Air Force Base, and showed the facility. Paint was being stripped

from a KC-135 aircraft.

The original painting of KC-135 aircraft included a Corogard primer

"(3M Company). Many of these aircraft have been stripped on the lower half.

The top was left on, but lightly sanded and washed with soap and water before

application of a new paint.

Methylene chloride mixed with other solvent, wax, etc, is used for

"paint removal at Tinker. The stripper also contains phenol which is undesirable.

The solvent is sprayed onto the surface and allowed to remain about 3 hours

to soften the paint. The surface may then be hit with another spray of solvent,

- or a water jet to remove the loosened paint. Scraping with brushes, a hand

.I tool, or aluminum wool may also be necessary to remove paint from troublesome

areas. Finally, the aircraft is sprayed with jets of water, detergent solution

- ' and steam for cleaning.

.. - . = ,
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'" ,~ Spent solvent and the paint removed from the aircraft are washed

: into the closed sewer system. However, most of the methylene chloride has

evaporated into the air so little actually enters the base sewage system. The

"base sewage disposal plant processes this sewage before discharge into the

city sewers. They can remove up to about two barrels per day of phenols,

chromates, etc.
P" The aircraft is sent through the reconditioning shops before it iL

again washed with detergent water and clean water. The aircraft is given vwater
break tests for surface cleanliness before repainting with MIL-P-23377 cpoxy

primer and MIL-C-83286 polyurethane topcoat.
p.. B-92 aircraft all hpve polyurethane t.opcoat and epoxy primer, except

about 40 which have polysulfide primer. The polysulfide has proven to be an

excellent primer. Warren Gardner has described performance of this primer in

a recent article, "A Tough Primer", Products Finishing, March, 1977. The 40

with this primer have not been back for any repainting.
d u ;i;
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APPENDIX B

INFORMATION GATHERED BY VISITS AND TELEPHONE
CONVERSATIONS WITH COMMERCIAL AIRLINE PERSONNEL

Paint Removal at United Airlines
San Francisco, California

- United Airlines has nine large hangars for depainting, maintenance,4 and repainting or aircraft.

• United strips and repaints the following aircraft:

(1) Wide Body - 747 and DCIO (25% of fleet)

(2) Regular - 727, 737, and DC8 (75% of fleet).

There are about 365 aircraft in the United fleet. On the average,

they are repainted once every 4 years; or 60 aircraft per year. United also

does some repainting and maintenance for other airlines.

The United fleet is repainted according to need. The whole fleet is

inspected at least once each year. The airplanes are rated at these inspec-
•' i tions on a scale from 5 (excellent condition) to 1 (Definite need to repaint).

* • Priorities are then assigned for repainting the aircraft according to the above

ratings.

' ., If the rating is one, the aircraft will be brought in for repainting

even though other maintenance is not needed. Otherwise, repainting is scheduled

to coincide with other maintenance. United keeps a record of paint condition,

touch-up, etc, in a computer bank.

Unique features of United's paint removal and repainting is that
these operations are carried out while other maintenance is in process. Since

Sthe out-of-service time means lost revenue, each aircraft is painted and serviced

in as short a period as possible.

" cfts Also unique at United is the use of scaffolding surrounding the air-

-craft sa tbt workers have easy access to all painted areas of the aircraft

surface. Separate bays are provided for each type of aircraft with the scaf-

so that the sections aft of the wings can be pulled aside to allow for entrance

and exit of the aircraft from the work area.

' • ' _ . - - . •" • --. : • - lll'•• •l l. "- ,/•< la ",tiI'LA. "•,'• L •
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Another unique aspect of the United approach is the use of the same

i workers for paint removal and repainting. These workers are rated as painting

mechanics and considered to be part of the United skilled labor force. Each

aircraft is stripped and repainted in the same spot, using the same scaffolding.

This saves the time of moving the aircraft to another location for painting,

S• allows for maintenance to continue during painting, and allows for use of the

same scaffolding, for stripping and painting.

The paint system used in the United fleet is DeSoto's polyurethane

aircraft topcoat over a compatible primer. Mr. Tuoey did not know the chemical

type of primer.

United uses Inland and Leeder paint strippers. They first try the

phenolic-free methylene chloride type. If the paint does not come off easily,

they will use phenolic-containing stripper, They have also bees examining some,

new acid type strippers that were developed recently by the various stripper

suppliers. Inland, Cee-Bee, Leeder, and Turco.

The paint stripper is sprayed over vertical stabilizer surfaces,

On sections of the fuselage they flow on the stripper frop a fan-shaped nozzle.

This procedure is used to prevent over spray from contacting other workers in

the area. As the stripper is applied, the workers immediately begin to spread

it and to work it in with bristle brushes. Is is then allowed to stand for

1 to 1-1/2 hours.

They ther begin to scrape off the stripper and loosened paint with a

Micarta scraper, Here again there ir uniqueness in the Untted procedure. They

use a trough system to catch the runoff in 55-gallon drums. The troughs are

taped to the sides of the fuselage and led into tubes which convey the runoff

to the drums. The recovered material is returned to Inland for its reclaim value.

This also decreases United's disposal problem.

The United representative mentioned that they have tried reusing the

runoff material as a paint stripper and that it worked reasonably well, He feels

that rouse of stripper is a real possibility and could cut costs of paint 'stripping.

Regular aircraft require 6 to 8 drums of stripper. The wide body

aircraft require about 18 drums.

: : ' " i i i, ' a i i i
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He mentioned that ease of stripping is quite variable for different

U aircraft. Sometimes the paint comes off easily with a single application of

stripper. Other times a second application is needed and paint will remain

"after the second application.
.v After the stripper application, paint left on the aircraft is wiped

off with Scotchbrite pads wet with methylene chloride. This material is Cee-Bee

"A913.

United tries to go to bare metal, However, if some of the primer

remains on the aircraft, they will probably repaint over it.

olb Finally, the aircraft is washed down with lukewarm water. Hot water

would be better but United's environmentalist does not allow its use because it

causes more vaporization of the methylene chloride in the stripper than does

-I .i • cooler water.

The wash (along with the removed paint) is also collected by the

-trough system. There is about 16 drums of waste water from regular aircraft

and 60 drums from wide body aircraft which m:ist be disposed of in landfills at

a cost of 30¢ per gallon. Waste disposal costs are, therefore, about $264 and

$990 for the respective aircraft.

The estimated man-hours for masking, stripping, wash down, and prepara-

tion for painting is about 225 for regular aircraft and 3 times as much on wide

body aircraft. Eight men mask a regular aircraft in about 8 hours (64 man-hours).

"Stripping, scrubbing, scraping, and other work prior to wash down requires 8 men

for about 8 hours (64 hours). Edge stripping is done by about 4 men in 8 hours

- "•, (32 hours). Four men clean off the residue in 8 hours (32 hours).

However, United aircraft do not have paint on wings so the removal

p and repaint is less than on military aircraft.

The paint strippers wear full face shields, a respirator, and gloves.

They are not required to wear full rain gear.

Aw,
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Paint Removal at Braniff
"International Airlines

Dallas Tex~~as

Braniff operates about 90 planes which include 727 and DC-8 rodels,

- They use a DeSoto or Finch paint system which consists of a wash primer coat,

an intermediate primer and a polyurethane top coat. No problems with filiform

I , corrosion were identified; the DeSoto paint system was designed specifically

to combat filiform corrosion.

Braniff doubled their operations facilities (located at Love Field)

when the new Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport opened. This leaves them in

the position of having a surplus of floor space under a conmon roof, but no

extra equipment or manpower. Paint stripping is performed in a larger hangar

located in a corner of their expanded building. The hangar has a cement floor

"without drains. No stripping was being done during the visit and the hangar was

completely empty of materials and equipment as well as aircraft.

No permanent staging is used for otripping. Portable assemblies for

nose and tail are stored in the lot outside the hangar azfd wheeled in when needed

"for worker access to a plane. Scaffolding is rigged along the fuselage; over-

head safety cables with lifeline hookups provide accessibility to the top of

the fuselage and wings.
- "Braniff is unique because of its exotic paint patterns and because of

"• the amount of area painted (the entire plane except some wing and empennage

areas). As a general rule, each of their 94 planes (Boeing 727 and DC-8) are

completely repainted every 4 years and "touched up" on a need basis. Braniff

"and United are the only two major airlines which request Boeing not to allodize
"before the initial painting. They feel that little corrosion protection is

* gained a'id stripping is made more difficult. However, they do feel that reduced

butt joint corrosion Is a definite benefit from complete painting (as opposed

• *, ",, to the metal polishing programs recently adopted by some other major airlines).

"Braniff's planes usually have had at least two paint jobs when they

-., are stripped and sometimes three. For the second and third paint jobs the plane

is lightly sanded, primed, and topcoated. Therefore, Mr, Care) says that the

plane that's been painted three t1mes has a lot of paint on It and several coats

of stripper may be required. Braniff's paint strippiug procedure consists of

the following:

9'• ,
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(1) Mask. Aluminum tape and Poiyken duct tapes are used.
Braniff is not satisfied with the Polyken tape used tD

hold polyethylene sheet masking because it often loosenis
during washing.

(2) Apply stripper (Eldorado PR-3400 methylene chloride
stripper conforming to MIL-R-25134), or Turco 5351.
The Turco is better for DeSoto paint and the Eldorado

works best for the Finch paint. This is left standing
as long as it is working (paint is wrinkling) or until
the stripper begins to dry.

(3) Remove stripper with squeegee.

(4) RLepear Steps 2 and 3. A second application is routinely
-. required and a third is occasionally required.

(5) Rinse with warm water.

(6) Remove remaining paintspots. If necessary, this is
accomolished with either (1) hand cleaner/safety sol-
vent (Eldorado AP8O) and Scotchbrite pads; or (2) -
a I x 8-inch circular disc pad similar to Scotch-
brite adapted to a power buffing tool. -The pads
are sold by Bear Manufacturing Company and are
available in two grades, coarse (CSC) and medium
"(MSC). The wheel is extremely efficient, but
caution is required to prevent damage to the
substrate. When extremely adherent paint is

.m encountered (personnel In depainting generally
"associate this with the presence of a polysulfide
primer), "Intex 8243" solvent cleaner is used. -
This will attack plastic (AP80 will not) and is
used as little as possible for this reason.

"(7) Wash with soap solution.

(8) Agitate with scrub brushes and rinse.

(9) Remove all masking except on glass.

(10) Apply acid brightener (diluted 50/50 with water). To
avoid streaking, only small areas are treated at one
time. This is considered a contioversial step because
it is difficult to remove from rivet wells and butt
Joints and can accelerate corrosion. Some paint
companies will not honor their warranties if acid
brighteners are used.

K'
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-. mA Type 1.00 Boeing 727 can be stripped in seven shifts (10-11 men per shift).

Four shifts are required to remove the bulk of the paint and another three

shifts for hand-cleaning. A Type 200 Boeing 727 may req,' 'e an additional

•'4 " hift and a DC-8 still another. Paint stripper required )r complete removal

,' to clean metal on a Type 100, Type 200, and DC-8 are about 4, 5, and 6 drums,

it . respectively.

When touch-up painting is elected in preference to complete stripping

and painting, the powered disc buffer described above Is used to feath2r all
U" edges. This is mentioned because Braniff personnel feel that this is one of

their most useful tools. They are not unduly concerned about pending EPA

•. and OSHA constraints. The absence of floor drains in the stripping hangar

is an inconvenience because the spent stripper must be collected and put in

drums. Since no phenol strippers are used, the excess is washed into the

"airport's water treatment facility.

W
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%m Paint Removal by Continental
Airlines, Los Angeles, California

The paint shop foreman has complete control over Continental's air-

plane depainting operation. He works with engineering in terms of paint systems

but he controls what strippers are used and the painting process. The per-

sonnel at Continental seemed to be high quality people who are on top of what

, they are doing.

-*' ,q •The Continental representative pointed out that they have problems with

Sky-draul damaging their paint. They use polyurethane and Teflon paint systems.

.q They use a polyurethane primer under the Teflon but plan to try a two-part poly-

nIa sulfide primer. The Teflon coating seems to provide more durability for planes

operating in Micronesia where coral and sand can damage paint. Continental's

planes come in every three years for a light sanding and repainting and every

six years for a complete stripping and repaint.

Continental uses Inland or Cee-Bee strippers. The Continental repre-

sentative indicated that they can use an Inland 561 st,~pper which is a methylene

L. " chloride with phenol or an Inland 508 product which is a methylene chloride without

u- phenol. A description of Continental's paint stripping operation follows:

"(1) The planes are washed prior to stripping and
- especially prior to sanding. Sanding will push

dirt into the paint.

(2) The stripping location is outside. The stripper is
agitated on the plane surface either iimediately after
or a short time after being applied. The used material
is squeegeed off onto the ground and a second coat of
stripper is applied to tough spots.

(3) The stripper and paint is scooped up off the ground and
placed in 55-gallon drums. A waste disposal company
hauls it away.

Y"Cv (4) The plane's depainted surface is cleaned with alkali

soap and is washed down with cold water.

(5) Continental has a fiberglass stripper that is a
nonphenol, nonacid material but it is slow acting
and takes a long time to use.

"'... o-
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For a 727 plane, Continental expends 1160 man-hours for the total
depaint/repaint cycle. Thirty percent or about 348 hours of that time is used

p to depaint the aircraft. The stripping foreman indicated that they use 6-8
- , -people, 3 shifts per day for 2 days to strip an aircraft. That works out to

be 288 to 304 man-hours for stripping. Continental. has not stripped any 747
planes to date but plans to do so. Continental operates a total of 60 planes.

ki
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Paint Removal at
Western Airlines

Los Angeles, California

"The following is a brief description of Western Airline'n airplane

depainting procedure:

9 The plane is brought into the hangar and critical areas
are masked. The plane is not washed before stripping.

SStripper is applied to the tail section from work stands.
Spzay wands are used. The atripjer used is supplied
by Leeder Chemical Company. It is a methylene chloride

with phenol and acid.

o The plane is moved outside to a ramp area where stripper
is applied to the rest of the plane. The stripper is
not agitated because the stripping foreman believes
agitation slows the stripping process.* Stripper

application takes about 1-1/2 hours.

e After a short break the workers remove the lifted paint
with oqueegees. The used itripper is collected in a holding tank
tank and hauled away by a disposal company.

e A second coat of stripper is applied to areas where
paint was not removed by the first application.

o The plane is washed down with 350 psi cold water.

* The plane is acid etched in preparation for painting
using phosphoric and hydrofluoric acid. They brush
the acid with mops to distribute it over the plane's
outface, work it into the cracks and then rinse it
off with high pressure cold water.

Degradation of their planes' paint by hydraulic fluid (Sky-draul) is

what determines the frequency of stripping. They average about 3 years between

paint strippings.

from The foreman has complete control of the depainting operation at Western

" from selection of strippers to the determination of depainting operation details.

Strippers must comply with Boeing and Douglas acceptance standards, however.

Western's engineering group does not control the stripping operation.

* Note: Dave Rosma at Boeing agrees.

g2;k~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~........ -.......•:'"i•..,-.-.-...'.-. .. ,.... .;.....,.'.....,.. .'£.."".....".."."-. ..-.
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To strip a 737 plane, Western expends ebout 48 man-hours, 4 barrels

"of stripper and 1 barrel of acid. The 727'e, 707's, and 720's reqjire about

80 L•o 90 man-hours, 6-1/2 to 7-1/2 barrels of stripper and 1-1/2 barrels of

acid. The cost of material is about $7.50 per gallon.

V,
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Paint Removal at
National Airlines
Miami, Florida

National Airlines operates a fleet of fifty-four airplanes, thirty-

eight 727's, and sixteen DCIO's. Five years ago they had outgrown their

facilities and added an ultra modern addition which tripled their physical.

_! . plant. This impressive building was designed to accommodate all planes including

the SST. It contains many bays with elevator nose docks, a sizable second story

working deck which extends directly to the nose docks, and many American Monorail

Stackers with 6 x 20 ft working stages that have unlimited maneuverability.

However, stripping was not considered when this new facility was constructed.

Most stripping is done outside in a remote area. In inclement weather,

the planes are positioned inside the new building but as far as possible from

the nose docks. Plastic sheet is plac-ed under the plane to catch drippings

and the operation is performed with portable staging and wash trucks with

.%I cherry pickers. Several years ago, the National laboratory examined most

available stripping materials and concluded that several. Cee-Bee products were

best suited to their needs. The present stripper for landing gears is Cee-Bee

R256A (contains phenol) and, for fuselage, Cee-Bee A29SCW (alkaline stripper

based on methylene chloride). A military specification offset for A29SCW is

A236 but National personnel consider it to be slightly slower and not as

effective as A293SCW.

I National is now polishing (no paint) all of the fuselage beneath the

paint stripe below the windows and about half of the empennage. Every other

year, each plane is sanded (not stripped) and repainted. Ieally, stripping is

scheduled for each third inspection (6 years) but present schedules are running

much longer (5-6 inspections). This results in paint buildup in excess of

20 mils with unknown amounts of corrosion underneath.

It requires approximately lbO man-hours to sand a plane (wipe down

not included) but 6 shifts to completely strip a 727,

They do not use aluminum wool because they believe that Scotch Brite

pads are better and easier to use.

It requires about four to five 55-gallon drums of stripper to strip
a 727. Waste is handled easily by a new processing plant equipped with a

skimmer to remove solids.
.. 1
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- National is introducing electrostatic painting and will be using a

-N Graco unit. Present painting procedure is to cover the bare areas uncovered

by sanding with a primer. This is followed by a tie coat and then a urethane

topcoat.

National also strips, reconditions, and paints their own radomes. A

typical radome can be completely stripped by one man in less than 4 hours

using only about 3 gallons of stripper (Cee-Bee R256A). They do not believe

that the phenol stripper represents a hazard when properly used by a competent

worker. There is a point where the paint "popc" free and the fiberglass under-

neath is not damaged. No radome has ever been damaged at National when using

this product. Radome stripping is generally done outside over a plastic

cloth. It is then repainted with an epoxy ("Chemglaze", Lord) in decreasing

areas approaching the cone, and finally, one coat of urethane topcoat (Bostik).

National personnel do not know of, and are not considering introducing,

(. I• any innovations to make stripping more efficient and economical. They are not

pleased with the present system but do not feel that it will be improved upon

in the near future.
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Paint Removal at
j iEastern Airlines

Eastern Airlines has recently insti ited a general program to obtain

greater overall efficiency for the operation of their 240 planes (three fleets

! of Boeing 727, DC9, and LIO1). John b-"1ut e,.J R..- I..L e,. t....-..

"ati;--- _as--ar•ch section which was-L-med-tv-us! •--•lr ftgeivi -to 4nte.ract

mare 01ooe1 -with -permt-- nn. They realize that painting and depainting air-

craft is expensive and that painted aircraft probably require more fuel to

operate than unpainted craft. As a gesture toward fuel economy, Eastern has

decided to limit their painting to a single fuselage stripe. As aircraft are
<N

scheduled for repainting, they are stripped to bare metal, brightened with a

self-neutralizing HF solution, rinsed with water and hand polished to bright

metal. It was found that maintaining this surface was too labor-intensive and

current practice is to annually rework all planes to a frosted appearance.

L This procedure employs a chromic acid smut remover which seals the surface and

i~i minimizes corrosion. Six men can "frost" a plane in 4 hburs (as compared to

80 man-days to polish a plane to bright metal and almost as much time and labor

to completely strip and repaint).

Eastern has a long-term materials contract with ABG (American Business

Croup) which supplies everything from office supplies to chemicals. Under this

* contract, Eastern is supplied a stripper (ABG 73) which Is probably obtained

from the Dittelback Company of Atlanta. It swells of phenol and the workers

say it is very effective. The stripping operation is (1) apply chemical, (2)
hold for 45 minutes, (3) squeegee-off, (4) repeat Steps 1-3, (4) hand-strip

any difficult areaw. 0"mYqtaging is used for worker-access to 727's and DC9'.

and only minimum masking is used. During the fuselage stripping the win&s were

" ~, observed being covered with only a polyethylene drop cloth and the fuselage engine

inlets were not covered at all. Because of the size of the,1011, a special

hangar is required and this is equipped with (1) elaborate staging, (7) atissors

amn lifts with small baskets, and (3) Tram Rail Platforms (approximately

6 x 10-foot working area). Eastern is not pieased with cherry pickers because

it is too easy to damage a plane by impact, scraping, etc.

i .
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, MW 
Paint Removal at

Eastern Airlines
Miami, Florida

Eastern Airlines has recently instituted a general program to obtain

greater overall efficiency for the operation of their 240 planes (three fleets

of Boeing 727, DC9, and L1011). They realize that painting and depainting air-

"craft is expensive and that painted aircraft probably require more fuel to

operate than unpainted craft. A a gesture toward fuel economcy, Eastern has".N • decided to limit their painting to a single fuselage stripe. As aircraft are

scheduled for repainting, they are stripped to bare metal, brightened with a

"self-neutralizing HF solution, rinsed with water and hand polished to bright

"metal. It was found that maintaining this surface was too labor-intensive and

current practice is to annually rework all planes to a frosted appearance.

This procedure employs a chromic acid smut remover which seals the surface and

minimizes corrosion. Six men can "frost" a plane in 4 hours (as compared to

"80 man-days to polish a plane to bright metal and almost.' as much time and labor

to completely strip and repaint).

Eastern has a long-term materials contract with ABG (American Business

ý.M • Group) which supplies everything from office supplies to chemicals. Under this

contract, Eastern is supplied a stripper (ABG 73) which is probably obtained

from the Dittelback Company of Atlanta. It smells of phenol and the workers

say it is very effective. The stripping operation is (1) apply chemical, (2)

hold for 45 minutes, (3) squeegee-off, (4) repeat Steps 1-3, (4) hand-strip

any difficult areas. Staging is used for worker-access to 727'. and DC9's

"and only minimum masking is used. During the fuselage stripping the wings were

observed being covered with only a polyethylene drop cloth and the fuselage engine
V. inlets were not covered at all. Because of the size of the L1011, a special

hangar is required and this is equipped with (1) elaborate staging, (2) scissors

man lifts with small baskets, and (3) Tram Rail Platforms (approximately

6 x 10-foot working area). Eastern is not pleased with cherry pickers because

it is too easy to damage a plane by impact, scraping, etc.
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"Stripping materlials are handled !_• drum racks as opposed to bulk

storage and a "rack" cortains three 55-gallon drums of stripper and one of water

for rinsing. It requires about 4-5 barrels to strip a DC9 and about 6-7 for

a 727.

Eastern also strips and does minor radome repair. Generally, only the

"boot" or nose of the radome is stripped and this requires about 3-4 gallons.

A methylene chloride stripper from ABG is used and this requires close attention

to prevent damage to the substrate. Radome and small part stripping is done
:,• •.• in an open area over a grate with a strong down draft into a water tank. Very

little odor was discernible.

Eastern is aggressively pursuing several nonchemical approaches

"to aircraft stripping (200 of the 240 planes are still completely painted).

He is interested in developing a mobile, Industrial paint-stripping machine

S.7t: which might be based on ultrasonic or possibly as a pulsating pressure (0-2000

OP b, psi) cleaner. Ron has been in contact with companies such as Blackstone and

Westinghouse to develop this type of equipment.

Another piece of equipment he is designing is'k pneumatic power brush

with a nylon pad. A prototype of this design has a 6 x 12-inch barrel base

for the nylon pad.

Eastern's efficiency program is concerned with every detail of their

operation, They have .been examining a wash rack prublem of plexiglass window

"scratching (approximately $100,000 per year window teplacement costs).

Mc~ps were turning over and the workers were scratching the windows

".. with the bolts on the back of the mop. Simple problem solving such as this is

a large part of the Eastern efficiency program.

ON.
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Paint Removal By
Delta Airlines

Atlanta, Georgia

.• .. Delta's paint system consists of a wash primer coat, a chromate-rich

intermediate coat and a polyurethane topcoat. Delta uses an Intex 8573 methylene

A chloride nonphenol stripper as their primary stripper. On planes that are

"difficult to strip, they will use a Turco 5351 methylene chloride, phenol

stripper.

The airplane is masked by the painters before it is turned over to the

cleaning crew for stripping. Seven people are normally used to mask and 7-30

hours is usually required to complete the job. No masking is done on the wings

of the aircraft because Delta strips only the fuselage and tail. In addition,

the fuselage surface below wing level (slightly below the horizontal centerline)

is not painted. Delta uses polyethylene paper held in place by a black poly-

ethylene tape. A 3M #226 aluminum-backed tape is used to cover the black

polyethylene tape. Areas around doors and windows are Tjot painted so the surface

on which the masking material adheres does not have to be spot stripped before

Ui or after the main stripping job.

Delta operates DC8, DC9, L1011, and Boeing 727 planes. On a typical

• 727 plane it takes 4-6 men about 16 hours to strip the paint. The plane is

not washed prior to stripping. The stripper is applied to the plane using

Graco barrel pumps and wand sprayers. The stripper is not atomized as it is

"applied but is actually flowed on or applied as a thick spray. The stripping

crew works from the tail toward the nose of the plane applying stripper to a

section at a time. The stripper is usually allowed to work about 30 minutes

before any agitation is done, After the dwell time has passed, the stripper is

squeegeed off onto a polyethylene sheet that covers the floor. Subsequent

coats of stripper are then applied. No feathering of hard-to-remove paint spots

is allowed so all the paint must be removed.

After the plane is completely stripped and all the stripper has been

squeegeed to the floor, the plane is wiped down with a B-1000 light solvent.

The spent stripper is picked up off the polyethylene sheet and disposed of in a

"* I. dumpster. Ultimate disposal is in a landfill.

Water is not used to wash down the plane until after the plane is com-

pletely stripped. The plane is washed after the stripper is removed and it is

-N wiped clean with solvent. Delta is very careful not to let any strippp.r get

•..: '"''' ,,,,- .:... .. ,, .: ..-- '-. -'-'- .
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"into their drain system because their sewage treatmnent plant is not capable of

. handling it. They have an effluent limit of 15 PPB of phenols. Ajax cleaner

and a mild acid etch are used as the final preparation for painting.
Delta averages about 4-6 barrels of nonphenol stripper per plane if

N ,.. the plane is painted with the wash primer system. A p'lane that has an epoxy
"" base coat requires 10-12 barrels of stripper. A plane painted with epoxy might

take up to four 3-shift days to strip. As indicated previously, they have to
remove all paint before the plane goes to the painters.

Delta has extensive, permanently-installed tail staging which has the

capability of raised and lowered work levels. In addition, an overhead-supported

structure with x-y-z movement capability is used to provide access to fuselage

surfaces.

Workers are supplied with rain gear for protection when working with

the stripper. They have not had problems with fumes from the stripper but are

concerned with future OSHA regulations.

Delta's stripping operation is much the same as those of other paint

stripping facilities that have been visited. They seesm'to be greatly concerned

about prevention of any stripper going down the drain because of potential

water pollution problems.

When the Warner Robins paint stripping operation was described to the
Delta representative he said he thought Warner Robins was doing real well and pointed

out that the wings and the area under the fuselage are the most difficult to strip

sop on an airplane. At Warner Robins, 10 men (2 at nose, 4 in baskets, 4 on tail) on

-. the day shift are used to strip approximately the same areas on a plane that
Delta covers with 6 men. Elapsed time at Delta is 16 hours. Elapsed time at

Warner Robins was two shifts (16 hours) on the plane the BCL personnel

observed being stripped. It should be pointed out that the Delta stripping

- crew does not have to mask the plane and that the Air Force paint system is

probably generally more difficult to remove than Delta's.

L'4
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Paint Removal by Trans World
Airlines •TWA), Kansas City, Missouri

TWA operates 228 planes consisting of 747, LI011, 727, and DC9 models.

They have not gotten into routine stripping of the wide-body models because

those planes are fairly new.

TWA has a special deck for stripping and washing aircraft. Their

operation is basically very similar to that observed at other facilities. The

procedure is as follows:

(1) The plane is brought into the stripping hangar on the
graveyard shift and is masked. Masking consists of
protecting windows, vulnerable fiberglass areas, etc.
Polyethylene tape is used to cover seams and to hold
down aluminum backed sheet material that covers areas
that must be protected. Six to eight people are used
to do the masking which is completed by 7:00 a.m. so the
day shift can strip the plane.

(2) TWA uses Cee-Bee A29 SCW stripper which is a methylene
chloride nonphenol type. Their paint s~stem includes
a wash primer base coat. They have experienced dif-II ficulty when stripping an occasional plane that has
an epoxy primer base coat. If the problem is severe,
an acid stripper is used as a last resort.

The stripper is applied using barrel pumps and spray
wands. Access to the plane is provided by four-
tracked vehicles that have articulated booms with
personnel baskets mounted on the end. The vehicle
tracks are arranged so two units move along the
leading edge of the wings and parallel to the for-
ward fuselage. The other two units move parallel. to
the aft fuselage up to the wings. The booms reportedly
provide the capability for the worker to reach all
surfaces of the aircraft. Water service is supplied
up to the boom to the personnel basket,.

(3) After the first coat of stripper works for a half hour
or mo, it is squeegeed and the plane is rinsed down.
A second coat of stripper is then applied. Scraping
of tough spots is minimal.

(4) The wash down is done using 600 psi wash nozzles.
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(5) After washing the plane is etched in preparation for

painting.

(6) Paint that can't be removed from the plane by two
,-,',..•,stripper applications is buffed by hand with Scotchbrite

"" .. pads in order to feather the paint edges.

The stripping process usually starts around 7:00 a.m. and is completed

by noon. Six to eight people art involved. It should be noted that TWA does

not strip wings or the belly of the plane because those surfaces are bare.

Used stripper and paint is scooped up and disposed of in a landfill.

Residue is washed down the drain to the TWA waste treatment plant.

On the bulk of their fleet TWA strips every time a plane is repainted.

However, this may change for some of their planes in the future. Epoxy primers

Iexist on those planes and sanding is being considered because the epoxy primer

provides an extremely strong bond to the aluminum skin.

"•.4
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Paint Removal by
Pan American

New York, New York

Pan Am runs 707, 727, 747, and 747S planes. Their paint system in-

cludes a wash primer coat, an intermediate coat and a polyurethane topcoat.

Pan Am has problems with filliform corrosinn but continues to use wash primer.

They make certain to alodine treat corroded areas after stLipping and before

painting.

Pan Am has closed down their Miami overhaul base and is in the process

of moving things to New York. They have not stripped planes at New York yet.

Consequently, the information obtained was sketchy.
Pan Am uses B and B, Turco, and Nuvite (Nuvite Chemical Compounds; Brooklyn,

New York) strippers. It is not known if they are nonphenol, phenol, or acid

strippers. The stripper is sprayed on using wands and Graco barrel pumps.

It's washed off with cold water. In the past it has taken an average of 5 days,

2 shifts per day to mask and strip a plane (che staffing per shtft was not

specified). Stripping time varies substantially from plane to plane and for

different weather conditions. Workers are provided access to the planes by

scaffolding.

A visit to Pan Am would serve no useful purpose because they, at

New York, havep't stripped planes and the Miami base is closed.

A.i
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i, V. Paint Removal by
North Central Airlines
Minneapolis, Minnesota

North Central runs twenty-eight DC9 and twenty-six Convair 550 planes.

~Th'-yý use U. S. Paint Co. (St. Louis, Missouri, (314-621-0525) paints on their

lanes. The system includes a wash primer coat, an intermediate corrosion

in biting coat, and a polyurethane topcoat. North Central had filiform cur-

.rosion problems but that has been eliminated by modification of the paint com-

"g• ',iton by U. S. Paint Co.

North Central uses a Cee-Bee 292 paint stripper. The information

0oce was not sure if it was nonphenol or phenol. They've been using that

stripper for 12-14 years which is evidence of their satisfaction with it. Graco

a;•.el pumps and spraying wands are used to apply the stripper. The stripper

ts,--llowed a dwell time of 20 to 30 minutes before it is scraped off with

Sijrta scrapers, after which a second coat is applied. Warm water is used

0,' final riuse. 3M Scotch Brite pads are used on the fuselage surface and

seams are blown to remove paint particles. A Cee-Bee 350 cleaner '(reported to

0eorm similar to MEK but nonexplosive) is then used to clean the surface. Finally,

Cee-Bee 55 etch is used prior to painting. Spent stripper is picked up and put

, n• a dumpster and hauled away to a landfill

• ' About 18 hours were estimated for masking and stripping a plane.

b~t 22 men are employed per shift (unsure of the exact number). Workers,

l9sified as cleaners, do the stripping while mechanics do the masking and

:al. ting. Mechanics also do the final etch in preparation for painting. It

iat::;not known how much material was used to strip and etch a plane.

North Central does all their work indoors because of weather conditiunn.

*o•,,ble scaffolding is used for the DC9 planes and fixed scaffolding is used

-..or the Convairs to provide worke. access to the plane's surfaces. Workers

r,"provided full rain gear, face masks, and respirators for protection.

. 2

• °
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"Paint Removal at Flying Tiger Airlines
Los Angeles, Californiaa

Flying Tiger's stripping process is much the same as for other air-

_lXes that have been contacted, but not as extensive because the paint design

consists of a painted tail and a decorative stripe down the fuselage.

Flying Tiger's stripping procedure is as follows:

(1) The first step is to mask planes. Windows, fiber-
glass, and hinge joints are masked. Running gear
is protected.

(2) The plane is stripped using barrel pumps and a
wand sprayer. A fine spray is applied. The first
coat of stripper is worked around with hand brushes,
squeegeed off and a second coat is applied.

~;:4
(3) The plane is washed down using high-pressure water.

(4) They demask the plane, hand strip masked areas, and
sand down fiberglass areas.

Tiy usually run a DC-8 through the stripping operation in one day with 4 men

for three shifts. He did say that they expect to strip a fully painted DC-8

fi,.Jm Air Siam and anticipati spending 130 man-hours on it. tI

Waste goes into a holding tank and is hauled away by a disposal

c pany.

Personnel protection is typical full-cover gear with face masks but

na',auxiliary breathing air is used.

Flying Tiger uses the following products:

Item Description

Turco B19 Alkaline Stripper
Cee Bee A292 Alkaline Stripper
Cee Bee A202 Limited Use Acid Stripper
Calla 500 Degreaser applied before stripper
Calla A301 Degreaser applied before stripper
Turco B55 Brightener applied to plane after

stripper and prior to paint

N'
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Paint Removal at Frontier Airlines
Denver. Colorado

*1
The Frontier representative described the paint stripping process for

a Boeing 737 as follows:

(1) They mask fiberglass areas, windows, randomes, and
running gear areas. This takes 5 mon about 8 hours.

(2) The stripping process follows. This takes 6-8 people
10 hours. They combine two strippers, one is brown,
the other yellow; one thick, the other thin. The Frontier

* representative thought the number was 1717, manufactured
by B and B Chemicals in Florida. They apply the stripper
"with wand strayers, leave it on the plane I hour and work
it around with mapheads to loosen the paint. They re-
apply scripper to areas that are still tight. To remove
all paint may take 2 or 3 applications to some local areas.

(3) After all paint is loosened they spray down the plane

with firehoskj. They don't wash down until all paint
is loosened because water neutralizes the stripper.
The waste material is weahed down the sewer and has
not been a problem enironmeutally.

Other stripper rumpanies mentioned were Ceo Bee Chemical and Magnus
Chemical. Frontier plans to try a stripper from Cee Bee that reportedly is good.

Tbhy also plan to try a tank pump manufactured by Graco. It aerates the stripper

and applies it as a foam to decrease run-off.

The only tools they use to help loosen the paint are mops, bristle

bruolis, and squeegees all on long handles.

The workers are given protective clothing including gloves, boots, and

fF -.e masks. Breathing air is not supplied. Fumes are not a serious problem.

h .They suggest coating face and hands witn vaseline.

The wash primer is often not removed by the stripping process. Workers

wipe it off with rags soaked Im MEK.

"They do not strip fiberglass areas but instead sand and repaint. They

also repaint an entire plane 3 to 4 times between strippings. These repaint jobs

are preceded by light saiding.

The representative suggested that I contact World Airlines. They havc e

"California contractor do t' -r planes who reportedly does an excellent job. That

contractor has done Frontier planes in the past. They also contract to the Air

"Force. He also suggested United Airlines. He said they strip very efficiently

and actually do other maintenance while they strip. They also catch the used

"'•4 stripper and have looked at recycling it.
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Paint Removal b: •orld Airways Inc.
Oakla•,_'•.I.iifornia

The Oakland represeiv:.-,ive indicated that World Airways does depaint

i ., some of their planes at thei-L' !,-, ility and they do some contract work for other

airlines. However, they contý.,',. t•ost of the work to united Aircraft Service,

! which sends men to the World A'-'ways facility to do the work. He suggested I

talk to a representative of United Aircraft Services.

,w.
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APPENDIX C

INFORMATION GATHERED BY VISITS
AND TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS WITH
AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS PERSONNEL

Paint Removal at Boeing Aircraft
Company, Everett, Washington

Boeing strips the fuselage on 747 aircraft only. The stripping

materials used relate to the paint system on the aircraft. The Boeing paint

system is, a polyurethane outer coat made by DeSoto over an amine-cured epoxy

primer. The amine-cured epoxy primer is harder to strip than the polyamide-epoxy

primer used by the Air Force and because of this, the stripper used must

contain phenol. Therefore, Boeing uses a Turco 5351 methylene chloride

phenol stripper. They had plans to triy an Inland AP-561 acid stripper which

is the same that-is used by United Aircraft Services (see report of pro-

cedures used by United Aircraft Service). The concern with acid strippers

is that it will remove the cadmium plate and will hydrogen embrittle the high-

strength steel fasteners used in various places on the aircraft.

Boeing personnel believe that the stripper should be applied as an

evenly flowed-On coat from an airless gun. They have observed that the material

which is brushed on does not get the protection from the waxes that the flow-on

method provides. If the wax prozection is decreased the solvent evaporates

readily and the effectiveness of the stripper is diminished. By flowing on an

even, heavy coat on the entire aircraft the waxes can float out to an even coat

and protect the solvents. This reasoning also supports the argument for

allowing the material to work for an hour to an hour and a half before agitating

it so the wax barrier is not broken.

It appears that the actual stripping operation from the time the

airplane is ready for stripping after masking until the stripper has been

removed from the aircraft by rinsing, or squeegeeing and rinsing is probably

the smallest part of the staff time requirement. On the 747 an average time

for masking will be 16 men for 8 to 12 hours. If an average of 10 hours is

used, that would be 160 hours for masking the aircraft prior to stripping.
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g The actual stripping time consisting of the application of one cost of

stripper and the staff time to remove it is 8 to 16 men for 1 hour. If

one uses the maximum of 16 men for the hour, that's 16 hours, and if two

stripper applications are required to depaint the airplane, that's 32 hours.

p I If they all then go back with hand touchup for another hour, this amounts to

a total of 48 hours compared to 160 hours masking the plane. Even if the

1-1/2-hour time is added for the men to wait while the stripper works, the

time does not approach that of masking at Boeing. In fact, the men don't

sit around for 1-1/2 hours waiting for the material to work; they do other

things. However, if they do wait around, it has been suggested that they

have earned this time.

Boeing has the same labor utilization philosophy that United Airlines

has. That is, they view stripping as part of the preparation for painting

and the stripping operation is done by the painters. In this way, they give

the painters more responsibility. The painters are totally responsible for

preparing and painting the airplane. They, therefore,'do not use the low-

r quality worker- found in other places including the military. This seems to

be a very effective management utilization of labor.

Facility

Boeing has one hangar at Everett which is used for depainting,

maintenance, and painting of aircraft. It is an elaborate facility, well

- designed for the activity. There are permanent wing stands for access to

the under wing surfaces. The rest of the airplane access is by stacker cranes

similar to those found in large warehouses which move from the floor to the

ceiling and can move in the XY direction over the floor. They are actually

suspended on columns from the czane at the ceiling. Each stocker has room

for two men, corries all services such as electricity, water, air, steam,,

and 13 ohts as required. The stripper is carried on the stacker in 55-gallon

drums and dispensed by a Grayco airless pump. There are four stackers on

each side of the fuselage, two forward of the wing covering the nose area,

two after the wing covering the fuselage area, and one with an extra long

.. I.
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configuration to cover the width of the tail (for a total of fiv, stackers

on each side of the aircraft, or ten stackers total). These stackers are

"- %• manned by 8 to 16 men as required. The stackers, of course, can also travel

over the top of the wing.

"The wings are painted for corrosion protection only and are not

ordinarily stripped for appearance repainting. For the upper surface of the

wing a 50:50 mix of MEK and toluene is used to remove the Corroguard, The

bottom of the wing is. stripped in the same manner as the rest of the airplane.

Downdraft air is supplied from the plenums in the ceiling so that

free fumes in the atmosphere are at a minimum. Even so, men are required to

"wear protective clothing and full face and head masks with respirators when

working with the solvents or stripper materials.

"The stripper material is applied to the airplane, allowed to work,

and then brushed and squeegeed to the floor. Under the floor of the building

"is a series of ditches in which 150,000 gallons of water is ordinarily circu-

"lated to pick up dust and solvent from the painting o~erations, However,

during the stripping operation, the canais are damed off and drained, and

then the stripping waste (which includes stripper, paint, and rinse water)
'4 Ls rinsed into the canal or ditch. Waste material is pumped out of the ditch

- into a tanker truck and removed for reclamation and disposal.

" "It is interesting to note that Boeing is responsible for the dispo-

" sition of the material even though it has been turned over to a contractor

until its final approved disposition. This requirement has been placed upon
Boeing during the past year by the local environmental protection agency.

The Boeing representative was familiar with United Airline's

facility, which had impressed us so very much, He believed that the stacker

crane approach that Boniug uses is much more efficient than the permanent dock
system used by United Ailines even though the men on the stacker have to

take time to move it tc a new position. Apparently, he feels that the in-

,.X-, creased efficiency Is ,.lue to better access to the surface of the aircraft if

"' less parts of the stacker are in their way. It would appear that the men on

•'w'. the United Airlines dock would spend the majority of their time stripping and

"cleaning airplanes while the men on the stackers have to spend a porti.on of

the time of moving the stacker. The times quoted, however', seem to support the

contention of the Boeing representative because the 747 airplane is bigger than

-, many of the.airplanes stripped by United Airlines.

Y '
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It is impossible to obtain realistic stripping time numbers from

Boeing (or for that matter, the other information sources). The times are

not recorded in the right fashion and the numbers vary widely according to

the airplane and its paint system and the condition of the paint. In addi-

tion, there is the problem of comparing different size and complexity of

airplanes.

The facilities at Boeing are quite extensive. It seems that the

idea of only moving the airplane once into a "depaint-maintain-and-paint"

hangar makes sense. Man can be moved around easier than the aircraft, and

some maintenance operations go on during most of the stripping and even
,* some of the painting operations.

Now A~oroachys

%.4 Two different approaches to depaintin$ airplanes were discussed,

and one relating to depainting radomus. One was the'idea of CO2 pellet

abrasive blasting of aircraft to remove the paint. The Boeing representative
i~u, said this was an old idea that had been around &while. Boeing has tried it

and found that it is not cost effective. The danger of abrading or peening the

surface of the aluminum is too great for them to consider using it. To that

must be added the problem of a CO2 enriched atmosphere or a means of conductinE

the CO2 away, the very high cost of compressing eii to operate many abrasive

blasting guns, and the cost of the labor to operate the guns when each one coull

only remove a few square inches at a time. He did not consider it a serious

"contender. He was the second knowlegeable person who has had some familiarity

with the CO2 pellet abrasive blasting idea and has discarded it as being

* impractical.
.'opt, The second ideas discussed was water-jet abrasive stripping of air-

craft. This method imparts danger to personnel, as well as danger of d amag-

ing the aluminum surface. Moreover, it is difficult to apply water jets to

"the aircraft. The Boeing representative acknowledges the difficulties with

water-jet blasting. Boeing has done aome minor testing with it but have made

no equipment. Nevertheless, they are looking into it seriously with a couple

of new ideas. They feel the jet can be fixtured so that its position is auto-

"•' -C•' mated in its relationship to the aircraft's surface. That is, a fixture will

N^ • move the jet over the aircraft surface, adjusting its angle to tie tangent to

the surface at that point. The fixture will move the jet in a motion which in

iI - . . .... i. ..
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* most effective in relation to the plane's surface, either circumferentially

or longitudinally. Thus, the objections raised as to the danger to the air-
craft and to the personnel would be overcome by taking the jet out of the

hands of the personnel. The second idea would be a method of catching the

"overspray and returning it for recycling.

k Regarding radome stripping, Dave suggested that a solvent-sensitive

primer could be developed for radomes which would allow them to be stripped

with a hot solvent. He suggested that a primer sensitive to trichloroethylene

could be developed which would permit the radome to be suspended in a degreaser.

The hot solvent would penetrate the paint, softer. the primer, and remove the

paint coat conveniently.

ow
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Paint Removal at Lockheed-Georgia
Marietta, Georgia

Lockheed-Georgia, a division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, is

located on Dobbins Air Force Base, Marietta, Georgia. They are engaged

primarily in aircraft production so that much painting but no significant

amount of stripping and repainting is done here. However, if the C141

stretch program is funded as planned, 200 planes will require stripping and

repainting, primarily in Marietta.

The Lockheed representative reported that Lockheed-Georgia has always

specified an aircraft paint system of wash primer, epoxy undercoat, and urethane

topcoat. This is ideal for stripping since the wash primer is the "weak link"

• '.• of the system which' allows the use of mild methylene chloride strippers. They

have been using MIL-R-25134 materials such as Turco 1E and ID. No acid or

phenol materials are used. However, this *sumnmer they had serious adhesion

problems with the wash primer on hot muggy days and the decision has been aade

to use an upgraded system of conversion coating, epoxy primer, and a urethane top-

coat. The C141 stretch planes may also get a Products Res arL%=% • .

_polysul•frjte_ • With these new systems, Lockheed-Georgia will use a

T.O. 1-1-8 material such as Turco's nonembrittling stripper with chromate

but without phenol. They will continue to use commercial materials of their

choice. No Air Force MIL-SPEC materials exist (as compared to Navy materials).

They will not order enything from GSA because of GSA providing only minimum

specification materials.

"The present stripping operation consists of the following:

(1) Clean to obtain good adherence for masking, and
grease-free surface for best stripper action.

(2) Mask and seal edges with aluminum foil tape (also
apply tape to all joints and seams for protection

"%, to such items as wing tanks).

(3) Apply stripper and allow to work for about 20 minutes.

(4) Agitate with plastic scrapers (may usae Scotchbrite
pads and MEK for difficult areas).
Note: No water is used until the entire paint area
to be removed is loosened to bare metal.

(5) Rinse with tap water. Lockheed has an industrial three-
stage drainage system that allows all material to be h

washed into the drain.

r~b. a• •
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(6) Alkaline clean and metal condition plane prior to
painting.

Lockheed-Ceorgia has many areas (both indoors and outdoors) where

stripping is done. Therefore, most materials are handled in 55-gallon drums

"1! (the main facilities have 300-gallon liquid bins). Outdoors, access to the

plane is obtained from wing stands and cherry pickers. Indoors, facilities

include portable wing stands, tail staging, and roving stands somewhat simi-

1, lar to those used at Warner Robins.

*• Lockheed-Georgia apparently his no problems motivating their wash

rack crews. Workers have a strong union which guarantees acceptable job

"descriptions and wages.

The plant was on strike during my visit and I did not see a plane

being stripped. No "1mn-hours per unit operation" data are available.

,lam
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Lockheed California Company
Experience with Dry Ice Blasting

Burbank, California

"Mr. Fong has been a proponent of CO2 blasting. However, he indicated
2-•

that abrasive blasting with dry ice is no panacea for the airlines. Although

cleanup costs are reduced and the used stripper disposal problem is eliminated,

*'. there are disadvantages. The dry ice blasting method is expected to be substan-

tially more labor intensive than a method wlich utilizes a chemical stripper.

Mr. Fong estimates that the cost of blasting using dry ice may be from 10 to

as much as 100 times the cost of sandblasting. Because of the high cost, its

r applications may be limited to special areas. He believes cleaning of jet

engine blades in place may be a possibility because dismantling the engine prior

to cleaning with dry ice may not be required.

Lockheed has in the past attempted to work with Airco and Clemco

Clematina Ltd. to develop equipment for dry ice blasting. Both companies

"have backed out of their agreement with Lockheed, probably because of the

process being too expensive. Presently, Lockheed has an agreement with Chema-

"tronics of Ann Arbor, Michigan, whereby each company is licensing patent rights,
N from each other which complements their own efforts in forming an overall

"system.

As a result of his promotion of the dry ice blasting concept, Mr.

Fong reportedly has received many inquiries from airlines and the nuclear Wi
power industry. However, his system seems to be but slightly advanced

.* beyond the bnsic laboratory stage. He has not been able to extensively'.
investigate the effects of ice pellet size, air flow, and the numerous

other factors that may be important. Laboratory results are not available

to support many of the claims regarding the capability of the process.

Lockheed management has not placed high priority on development

of the dry ice blasting concept. Funding for correction of fundamental,

problems appears to be at a low level.

Summarizing, the dry ice blasting method of removing paint works

and eliminates a waste disposal problem. However, the process is antici-

pated to be very slow, time-consuming, and expensive. . .

_ r '.
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Paint Removal at McDonnell Douglas
% St. Louis, Missouri

A representative of McDonnell Douglas' Equipment Engineering

Department indicated that McDonnell Douglas is not involved in stripping

paint from assembled aircraft. They strip small parts and do some primer

stripping on assembled aircraft before they go to the paint shop. He knew

of no new paint removal techniques that are being developed.

A visit to McDonnell Douglas was not made because they are not

actively involved in removing paint from assembled aircraft. i!

N- 
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APPENDIX D

INFORMATION GATHERED BY VISITS
AND TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS WITH
PERSONNEL OF COMPANIES WHO STRIP

AIRCRAFT ON A CONTRACT BASIS

Paint Removal by
Haves Internetional Corporation

Birmingham, Alabama

Hayes International Corporation of Birmingham, Alabama, is a sub-

sidiary of City Investing Company, New York. Hayeq employe over 2000 people

in maintenance and rehabilitation of aircraft; for example, C130 subcontracts

from Warner Robins and KC135 subcontracts from Oklahoma City.

Last year Hayes depainted about 150 - 135's and 65 - 130's. However,

only about 25% of the 135's get completely stripped and repainted (average

area stripped is about 30%), and only.about 40% of the 130's get completely

stripped and repainted. Hayes maintains both outdoor and indoor facilities

for stripping in summer and winter, respectively. Both facilities consint

' "" primarily of overhead guy wires for attaching safety harnesses and minor

staging for C130 tail assemblies. Some 130 tails and all 135 tails are

• •routinely removed for maintenance and are stripped at this time.

Hayes usee all B & B chemical msterials on a contract basis. Their

two strippers #"e: "1770" (all purpose) and "1567A" (for epoxy and urethane).

Neither contain phenol. These are handled through bulk storage tanks (both

3000 and 6000-gallon tanks for each) and the material is piped to thu wovk

O. A ' site.

The complete stripping operation consists of five stopc:

(1) Mask

(2) Spray stripper

(3) Agitate with aluminum brush

(4) Steam-clean (about 150 F at 100 psi)
repeat Steps 2-4 until acceptable

(5) Wash all stripped areas with alkaline cleaner,

.ote.: Planes are never washed before stripping.

Tor, men are employed per shift and it requires three to four shifts

to completely mask, strip, clean, and alodize a KC.35. This time dos not

vary with the percentage of area stripped because it requires more masking
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time for less stripping. Thi three to foti L shift time does include special
attention to unusual items such as wheel skis used on C130's in Alaska .

(ski-birds).

Housekeeping is excellent. All liquid matetiel ts washed into a
floor drain, brought to a comorn sump and filtered before entering the plant's

control water treatment system. The filter requires cleaning every 3 to 4

~. weeks. At present, the processed watf.r is dumped into the city sewage, but
"a water recycling loop it oeing considered.

The Hayes tIpreseiLtative indicated tha 'their system ib eff icient and
he knows of no areas which need major improving. The labor union lists his
workers as "cleaners" and they are highly motivated, largely through his per-
sonal efforts. Pay is "satisfactory" for a Class "B" cleaner ($5,18/hr -

does only stripping-related operations) and "good" for a Class "A" cleaner

($5.68/hr - also doe. some minor repair'operations).
An entire old building is used for "bead blasting" or aircraft

tanks holding demineralized water carried for extra lifte'off for some planes.

The tanks are coated with a urethane which, in time, flakes off and allows,

corrosion to proceed. "Bead blasting" is difficult and cumbersotme, and Hayes

might be interested in other techniques if available.

IA -A ..
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Paint Removal by
Aero Corporation

Lake City, Florida

Aero Corporation, Lake City, Florida, is a small, private company

engaged in aircraft repainting a;,i some maintenance.

Aero has both Air Force and Navy painting :ubwntracts and handles
•.• ~them quite differently. Under Navy contract, Aero is free to select specifi- •

cation strippers and paints from the vendor of their choice. Under Air Force

contract, Aero must use GSA materials which (they feel) met only minimum

specification requirements and are not the most economical, from a performance-

labor standpoint. Aero is presently required to use "Intex 856211 paint stripper,

,* but would rather use a stronger otripper. Another basic diffevence is environ-

ment, Navy contracts impose no limitation.s and stripping Is done outside

whiere the aun will warm the aluminum. Air Force specifies indoor stripping

which requires a large, cold and damp shed which (Aero personnel feel) is

less than desirable. W

The atripping operation consists of the following:

"(1) Wash plane to remove dirt, oil, and grease.
N ''(2) Apply stripper and hold for 15 to 30 minutes accord-

ing to temperature, etc.

Note: Workers are on stands, not permanent staging,
and no overhead wires are used.

(3) Agitate with nylon brush (aluminum i6 forbidden by
Tech Order). ".

(4) Lold water wash (400 si) to remove stripper. '

(5) Repeat Steps 2-4 until acceptable depainting is ob-
tained. An average of three cycles is required and

some jobs need up Lo ten.

(6) Thoroughly wash before metal preparation and alodiving.

It requires about 500 man-hours to strip a 130, but this can run

as high as 1100 to 1200 hours if wheel wells are includedo if it is a uki-

bird, or other unusual c~rcumrtances prevail, The 500 hours usually means

Y about 5 days/2 shifts. Material requirements for stripping a 130 is about

21 - 55-sallon drums.

*. Aero is required to have their own sewage system because they are

"located outside of the Lake City service area. Solids are collected and the

water is cleared by spraying into the air. It is not recycled for further

Iuses
.. ' . i i
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Point Removal at
United Aircraft Services

Rialto. California

United Aircraft Services is a contractor that depaints aircraft

for the airlines and the military. Mr. Ben Warren, President of UAS, said

Pl that they stripped 60 planes last year and claimed that his company strips

more aircraft than any other organization in the U.S. They've stripped

primarily 747, TC8, 707 and 727 aircraft and at one time partially stripped

a C5. They have also stripped 60 C141's under the wing area and two DC9's

for Lockheed at Long Beach. Mr. Warren assembles an eight-man crew at the

customer's selected location whenever a stripping job is scheduled. UAS has

cherry pickers located at five locations on the West Coast so the customer

can bring the plane to the UAS equipment or Mr. Warren will use equipment

supplied bV the customer.

United Aircraft Services' typical aircraft depainting procedure is

described below:

1I The plane's surface is not prewashed before stripper
is applied.

*_The plane is masked with aluminum stripper paper which
is held in place with Borden Mylar 7300 tape. An alumi-
num tape is in turn placed over the Mylar tape to protect
it from stripper. Mr. Warren pointed out that a good
masking job is important to the success of his stripping
operation. ,

United Survices uses Inland AP561A stripper, an acid
phenol methylene chloride material that Mr. Warren
feels rinses better than competitive strippers. A
Graco 10-1 barrel pump supplies the strLpper to a
hand-held spray gun that is fitted with a 8006 tip
that provides an 80-degree fan and delivers 6 gpm.
The crew usually uses only one spray wand and pump

".i to apply stripper but occasionally will use two.
The stripper is applied sparingly so it doesn't run
off the aircraft and about 1-1/2 barrels of stripper
are reputed to be used per plane.

18 They do very little agitation and it is usually only
done where decals are located.

1 After the stripper has had time to work, it is rinsed
off with cold water and additional stripper is imed-
iately reapplied. Mr. Warren dented that water inhibits
the stripper action and said that water affects the
stripper very little. The plane is rinsed again after

-..-
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Waste material is put into 55-gallon drums and die-

posal is the responsibility of the customer.

A CeeBee B55 acid etch material is then applied with
a sprayer and horsehair brush to the plane's surface.
The etching material is primarily a phosphoric acid

with a small amount of hydrofluoric acid in it and is
similar to the Leeder Chemicals etching material used
by Western Airlines. The acid cleaner material is then
rinsed off and the plane is demasked to complete the de-
painting process. Warren indicated that they use about

SO1 gallons of etching material per plane.

ip Mr. Warren said he works his eight-man crew on a 24-hour straight-

through shift when they are stripping a plane. Therefore, his crew expends

192 man-hours to mask, strip, etch, and demask an airplane. ge gets about

$7000 for stripping one plane and pays his men $400 each for a 24-hour shift.

Western Airlines claimed about 90 man-hours per plane for the same job. Mr.

Warren indicated that his material cost is $5.51 par gallon but the $7.00 per

gallon is a fair price. It should be noted that the material usage rates

claimed by UAS are extremely low compared to other organizations.

Regarding safety, UAS does not provide elaborate protective gear

.1":q to the stripping crew. Warren does not use goggles and believes that light

cotton clothing is best. He reasons that if one gets stripper under the

protective clothing, he can't remove the protective Sear fast enough to

wash the stripper off before it has done severe damage to the skin. A

• '. person wearing cotton clothing can be hosed off immediately. Mr. Warren

said they use a stripper application hose that costs $2.00 per foot and

they only use the hose three or four times before discarding it in order

to reduce the chance of hose breaks,

O

".!;
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Eldorado Chemical Inc
San Antonio, Texas

The following chemicals are supplied by Eldorado for aircraft

%I paint removal:

PR-3200 - methylene chloride type with no phenolic. Low-
N priced stripper containing appreciable alcohol,
A Not recoanended for polyurethane coatings.

Meets MIL-R-25134.

PR-3400 - methylene chloride type with no phenolic and low
alcohol, Meets MIL-R-25134. Recommended for poly-
urethanes. Also indicated that it is approved

under T.O. 1-1-8.

PR-3500 - methylene chloride type with phenolic ,"not ammon-

iatediict. n

They4000 acidi type, Not approved under any Goverment
N]' specification. Contains phenol but, no fluorides.

S" PR-4041 s imilar to PR-4000 but contains fluorides. This

i hottest of all their strippers.

-They also produce a line of strippers for the U.S. Navy as fotlowsi

ýW ;S PR-3202 (an offset of PR-3200) - which meets Federal Speci-
Z fica tion TT-R-248

PR-3404 (an offset of PR-3400) - which meets Federal Speci-
fication TT-R- 248

P,-3505 (an offset of PR-3500) - which meets MIL-R-81294.

Eldorado has no new products coming from their laboratory.

Possible harmful effects from methylene chloride were discussed.

The Eldorado representative mentionied that he has known people who have

worked with it for 20 years. He was unaware of any impairment of health. He

1 did, however, warn that exposure of the fumes to open flames could produce phosgene,

which is a very dangerous material.

An offer was made to send sMiplies of Eldorado strippers of the

I• phenoltc and nonphenolic type.

• ', ...,: .••_'..•; ,"• i,"," "" "" ' '" " " ' " '""' " ' " "
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Inland Chemical Company
p Orange. Calif-arnia

:', Inland is in the process of moving all stripper-related activities

from Indiana to Orange, California.

Inland 3upplies the following chemical strippers for Pircraft:

i Non-Phenolic Types

AP-599 which is approved under TO 1-1-8, and which meets
MIL-R-25134B.

AP-599-AF which is claimed to be better than 599 for stripping
S¶. polyurethanes. This has been submitted for approval under

TO 1-1-8, but approval has not been obtained to date.

AP-548 for small comnercial Pircraft. It Is effective for
enamels and lacquers but not recomrmended for polyurethanes,

Phenollc Types. .

AP-582--neutral phenolic which meets tIL-R-81294. Used by the

Navy. It has also been submitted for approval under TO 1-1-8,
but has not been approved to date.

AP-587--similar to 582 except it is alkaline. Not approved
even though Mr. Barrett indicates that it meets requirements
of MIL-R-81294.

Acid StriýPers

"AI'-508--nun-phsnolic type.
AP-561--phenolic type.

w.•Theme. acid strippers are useA by some airline comppnies. A.R

a general -.orwment., the Inland representative indicated that phenolic

strppers are more effactivc thAn non-phenolic types for rumoving poly-
, urethanes and epoxies. He mentloned prefereoce for ths neutral

phenolics bucause the ammoniaced onec have very bad odor. Non-
phenolics are bet'er for 1acquers and enamels.

The f•o.,owing samples were promised: AP 599 (approved under TO 1-1-8),

Y AAP-599 AF, AP-582, AP-508, and AP-561.

t,
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Leeder Chemical Inc.
Paramount. California

The entire line of Leeder paint strippers Is based on three

Leader 351-W - methylene chloride basld with phenol

Leeder 666-W - methylene chloride based with no phenol

alkalilte (ammnnium hydroxide)

Leeder 359-W - methylene chloride with phenol Ind orhanic
acids (acidic type)

None of the above meet government specifications because of lack

of physical compliatict. For example, higher viscosity than the specification

materials tc prevent run-off. Performance-rwise, they are claimed to meet or

"surpass the specificatiov requirements.

r Leader has nothing new for testing at the pyesent time, nor dil

the Leedor representative know of any significant development by other

suppliers. He indicated that his major competitors are Penwalt Chemical

Corporation, Turco, B&B, and Cee Bee.

_'
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McGean Chemical Company. Inc.
Miami, Florida

McGean is considered an excellent contact for several reasons: (1)

McGean markets a major line of chemical strippers and cleaning materials spe-

cifically for aircraft (Cee Bee products), (2) their representative has back-

ground in aircraft stripping and he is titled an Airline Specialist, (3)

" National Airlines has been successfully using Cee Bee materials for several

years, and (4) McGean is completely open about their product information.

Three years ago Cee Bee was absorbed by McGean Chemical who also

owns Chemetron, Northwest (brighteners), and Imosa in Europe. This gives

-" them a broad marketing base for materials used in most aspects of the aircraft

industry. The company representative was formerly responsible for stripping

and painting of aircraft and became aware of the special problems involved in

aircraft depainting.
Ctee Bee makes every effort to be open about their materials. The

O pH and description of each stripper is included on its data sheet If more

"specific information is desired about a certain product, we should contact

Mr. W. R, Smith
Technical Director

& McGean Chemical Company
Downey, California :,

(213) 861-1211

Moreover, a catalog of materials was promised.

This company has nothing rovolutionary in the way of new product

offe'ing, nor did the Intex representative believe that anyone else has.

Ma feels that any new product of consequence would certainly not be hidden

and we would ell know about it.

- }
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Pennwalt Chemical Corporation
Philadelphia. Pa.

Pennwalt is supplying a nonphenolic, methylene chloride-type

"* paint stripper, EZ-Strip 19B, which meets MIL-R-25134A. They also supply

S;• some Immersion types.

They have nothing new coming along. In fact, they are supplying

"only thcir regular customers and seeklng no new business. They may even-

tually phase out as a supplier of aircraft paint strippers,

An offer was made to prepare a sample of 739A (m~ade in the labora-

tory) for our -"se.

"P
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Intex Product3, Inc.
Greenville. South Carolina

Intex produces the following paint strippers:

8563 - methylene chloride type (alkaline) with no phenolic.
MIL-R-25134

8562 - methylene chloride type with about 14 percent phenolic.
MIL-R-81294

Plus a Cold Tank Stripper for parts to meet MIL-R-83936, Type 3.

They currently have no new products ready for testing.

The Intex representative indinated that Intex supplies strippers to

most of the air bases and commercial airlines. Major competitors mentioned

are as follows: Leader, Turco, B&B, Penwalt, and Omega (new to this market).

p,,
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B & B Chemical Comnan"
Hialeah, Florida

B & B Chem,,cel Is ore of the largest manufacturers of themical

strippers in the U.S.; at least 40 strippers are sold. Their operation is

kept completely secret from customers. That is, a B & B representative

goes to a job site, reLonetids a material, and works closely with the

customer. It is impossible to simply order a methylene chloride-, phenol-,

or acid-type stripper because their catalog does not list materials in this

manner.

"It seems that B & B management feels that it is of more importance

to have the B & B sales representative work.-g for a customer than it is
Sfor the customer to know the composition of the stripping materisi. There

was reluctance to at.swer any specific questions or cfftsr any detaile.i infor-

mation.

An offer was made to (1) send us a complete B & B catalog listing

all of their stripping materials (which would be of li'nited value because

of the product's nonchvmical description) and (2) send a ji & B representative

to Warner Robins to conduct an on-site examination and offer iuagestions to

improve efficiency.

II
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